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Abstract :

We present a Monte Carlo program based on the Lund model for
Jet fragmentation. Quark, gluon, dlquark and hadron jets are
considered. Special emphasis Is put on the fragmentation of
colour singlet Jet systems, for which energy, momentum and
flavour are conserved explicitly. The model for decays of
unstable particles, In particular the weak decay of heavy
hadrons, Is described. The central part of the paper Is a
detailed description on how to use the FORTRAN 77 program.
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]. Introduction

The concept of Jets Is by now well established In the high
energy physics folklore, both experimentally and theoretically.
Jets Inevitably seem to be present In the final state of
processes Involving large momentum transfers to partons, In
processes as disparate as e e~ annihilation, leptoproductlon
and high-p. hadron collisions. Also a large part of the low-p.
physics can be understood in terms of Jets. The Jets are often
associated with "struck1* partons, I.e. quarks or gluons
interacting with a high energy probe, but a basic observation
is that "spectator" Jets seem to have a very similar structure.

General features of the events In the processes above are In
agreement with what is expected from QCD, the candidate theory
of strong Interactions. What has been extensively explored is

2
the perturbative expansion of QCD at high Q , where the running
coupling constant is small and where, with different degrees of
confidence for different processes, the' expansion could be
expected to converge reasonably fast. But whereas QCD In this
way provides a description of coloured quark and gluon
interactions at high energies, the observable final states
basically consist of colourless hadrons (with some photons and
leptons from decays). The intervening process of hadronization,
which is very closely connected to the mechanism of
confinement, can at present not be given an exact description
within the QCD framework.

Looking closer, a typical event can phenomenologlcally be
separated into three phases. The first phase contains the hard
primary interaction and e.g. hard gluon bremsstrahlung in
immediate connection herewith. This part is characterized by
high Q and small distances; confinement effects are negligible
and a process-dependent description can be given in terms of
perturbative QCD. In the second phase the partons are receding
from each other. Gluons emitted at this stage are soft or
colllnear and know little of the primary vertex. Confinement
forces begin to dominate and eventually lead to a breakup of
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the system Into a number of primary hadrons. The third phase
consists of the decay of unstable hadrons Into the observable
particles. The transition between the first and second phase
should of course be continuous, yet It Is for practical
purposes convenient to draw a line somewhere and consider the
subsequent .let fragmentation and particle decays as Independent
of the primary Interaction.

In the study of QCD there are then two reasons to Introduce
phenomenologlcal models of jet fragmentation. One Is that a
detailed comparison between experiments and the results
obtained In perturbatlve QCD Is almost Impossible If not the
fragmentation and decay effects are properly taken Into
account. The other Is that the behaviour of the confinement
mechanism, which we would like to understand better, Is
obscured by the large multiplicities encountered In most Jets,
so that an extraction of the Interesting features becomes
highly nontrlvlal.

One model of c . fragmentation Is the one developed by the Lund
group U-9J Ailch has been applied to a number of different
processes wl 1. ̂ ood results. The hard reactions, the soft
fragmentation and the decays of unstable particles are
stochastic prv;esses In our model; It Is therefore natural to
give a description In terms of a Monte Carlo program simulating
the complete event chain. This allows comparisons with and
predictions for any experimentally observable quantity to be
ma'de In a straightforward fashion.

In this paper? we present a Monte Carlo program for the soft
fragmentation of Jets and decays of unstable particles based on
the Lund model, I.e. containing all the Ingredients assumed to
be Independent of the primary reaction. In companion papers we
present Monte Carlo programs for the hard, reaction-dependent,
pieces of different processes : e e" annihilation [10J,
leptoproductlon ll]J and lepton pair (Drell-Yan) and hlgh-pt
events [12\. These are directly utilizing the program presented
here for the subsequent event chain, but they by no means
exhaust the possible applications of this program.
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The program presented here Is a natural outgrowth from previous
verslons [13J» however with many new features Included The
default parameter values correspond to a "standard" Lund model,
from which deviations, warranted by physics or otherwise, can
be described In a well-defined way. For comparison purposes we
Include some options not properly part of the Lund framework,
e.g. Field-Feynman type Jets lltj.

The plan of the paper Is as follows. The next chapter contains
a brief introduction to the Lund model. In chapter 3 the scheme
for the fragmentation of a single jet is presented, with main
emphasis on the flavour generation scheme. The fragmentation of
jet systems is considered in chapter 4, here in particular
reviewing the kinematics. A survey of particle (and parton)
names, masses and decay modes is next presented. Chapter 6
contains the "raison d'etre" of this paper, a detailed
description of the program elements: . subprograms and
commonblocks, arguments and parameters. Finally, some simple
examples are presented in chapter 7.

2. The Lund Model

Before describing the practical details of jet fragmentation
and particle decay In the program, we would like to give a
short summary of the Lund model for soft hadronlzatlon, which
provides the conceptual framework for the program. A more
detailed description and comparisons with experiments are
beyond the scope of the present paper.

2.1. Longitudinal Fragmentation Scheme

Consider the process e e" * qq. The picture then Is of a quark
q and an antlquark q going out in opposite directions. Between
them a colour flux tube, an elongated colour bag, Is stretched.
From charmonlum spectroscopy, bag model calculations or Regge
phenomenology it Is motivated to assume that the potential Is
basically linearly rising with the distance between the q and
the q. To denote the constant energy stored per unit length of
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the colour flux tube we Introduce K, where phenomenologlcally r
« 1 GeV/fm - 0.2 GeV . A causal and relatlvlstlcally Invariant
description of the kinematics can then be given In terms of the
massless relatlvlstlc string with no transverse excitations
[15J, where the momentum-carrying endpolnts correspond to the q
and q and the string In between to the flux tube [2j.

To simulate the dynamics of Jet fragmentation, a probability Is
Introduced for the string to break up Into two pieces,
corresponding to the production of a q'q' pair In the field.
Due to the polarity of the colour field the q' Is pulled
towards the q end of the string and the q' to the q end.
Several breakups may take place In this way, and the q, from
one such qj5] pair may then combine with the q« from the
adjacent q25p P a l r to form a ^i^o colour singlet meson. On
the average these q'q' creation vertices will appear along å
hyperbola of constant proper time, however with rather large
fluctuations. The distribution of vertices can be Interpreted
as a stochastic process, both In energy-momentum and In space-
time. Further, while the mesons thus formed are strictly
ordered with respect to flavour (cf. the concept of rank) this
ordering only In the mean corresponds to the ordering In
rapidity.

In any given Lorentz frame, the breakups that produce the
slowest hadrons (In that frame) are also those that will take
place first. Hence formally we have an "Inside out" cascade. It
Is' however always possible to go to a frame In which one of the
endpolnt quarks q Is slow. In that frame the meson closest to
this quark (qqj, the first rank meson) will be produced first,
then the next closest (q,^. the second rank meson), etc. This
suggests the use of an Iterative structure to describe the
breakup [l6,l,14J.

With the q going out along the +z axis (and the q along the -z
one) llghtcone variables Ŵ , • E+pz and W_ • E-pz are Introduced
to describe the longitudinal fragmentation. A use of W+ rather
than e.g. E and p_ will ensure that the fragmentation scheme
becomes Lorentz Invariant under boosts along the z axis. For
the q Jet, sach meson will take a random fraction z+ of the W^
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remaining from previous steps, where z + Is distributed

according to

f(z+) dz+ * 1 dz+ (1)

This choice Is motivated by the assumptions that the density of
2

states as a function of the mass squared N of a highly excited
qq system Is dn/dM • constant, and that all klnematlcally
allowed states are equally populated In the decay of a qq
system Into a meson and a remainder-system. An Iteration of
this formula leads to a Polssonlan distribution of the number
of particles per unit In rapidity, with a mean of 1. This Is In
agreement with what Is obtained In the Schwlnger-model for 1+1
-dimensional QED 117,18 I.

2.2» The Tunneling Phenomenon

A q'q' pair where the quarks have no mass and no transverse

momentum can classically be created In one point and then be

pulled apart by the field. However, If the quarks have mass

and/or transverse momentum they must classically be produced at

a certain distance so that the field energy between them can be

transformed Into the transverse mass mt» This can be treated as

a tunneling phenomenon and the production probability will be

proportional to [I7»19j

exp(- J exp(- 2 exp(- 2 p2

The factorization of the transverse momentum and the mass terms
leads to a flavour-Independent Gaussian spectrum for the
transverse momentum of q'q' pairs. Since the string Is assumed
to have no transverse excitations, this pfc is locally
compensated between the quark and the antiquark of the pair.

The formula also
production u : d : s
heavier quarks are
soft fragmentation.

implies a suppression of heavy quark
: c " 1 : 1 : 0*3 .* 10 • Charm and
hence not expected to be produced In the

e e"One possibility to understand baryon production In e.g
annihilation Is If, In addition to quark-antlquark pairs, also
antldlquark-dlquark (colour triplet-antitriplet) pairs
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occasionally are produced In the field [7j. Such an assumption

does not Imply that a dlquark should be considered as a single

excitation of an elementary field, only that the soft

chromoelectrlc field effectively acts on a dlquark as Mere It a

unit. For simplicity, the notation q'q' for a colour trlplet-

antltriplet pair created In the field will henceforth be used

with the understanding that q' either may represent a quark or

an antldlquark.

Due to the large uncertainty In the definition of dlquark

masses, the tunneling formula (eq. (2)) can not be used

directly to predict the expected rate of dlquark production.

From low energy SPEAR Nark II data the relative probability of

dlquark to quark production Is determined to qq : q • 0.065 : 1

(with errors of ±25% mainly due to systematic experimental

uncertainties), corresponding to a typical nonstrange .dlquark

mass around 450 NeV. Using this In combination with expected

mass differences between different dlquarks, the relative

probability for the production pf the various dlquarks Is

determined by the tunneling formula' and the number of spin

states available.

A very Important constraint Is the fact that a baryon Is a

symmetric system of three quarks (neglecting the colour degree

of freedom). When a dlquark joins a quark to form a baryon, we

therefore weight the different flavour and spin states by the

probability that they form a symmetric three-quark system. This

means that, were It not for the tunneling suppression factors,

all states In the SU(6) 56-multlplet would become equally

probable. Of course also heavier baryons may come from the

fragmentation of e.g. c quark jets, but although the particle

classification scheme used In the program Is SU(l6), I.e. with

eight flavours, all possible quark-diquark combinations can be

related to SU(6) by symmetry arguments*

In our survey of the tunneling phenomenon so far, longitudinal

fragmentation properties have not entered the picture. However,

In order to produce a q'q' pair with nonzero m. the field must

be sufficiently long, I.e. we have to wait until the original

qq pair has come sufficiently far apart. On the other hand, In
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order to produce a very energetic hadron in the Jet the field
must break very early. A simple quantum mechanical treatment
[1J suggests that this can be described by the introduction of
a vertex weighting factor lg(rx/«t)| where T is the proper
time for the vertex (of the asymptotes to the outgoing q' and
q'). Although the precise shape of g is model-dependent, It
turns out that different, reasonable parametrlzatlons of g give
very similar results. Hence we forthwith use

(rt)2

I g r -
( " r * "t (3)

Among other things, this will lead to a softer particle

spectrum than the one implied by eq. (1).

2.3» Gluons

In the massiess relatlvlstlc string formalism it Is possible to
have a pointlike part of the string carry a finite amount of
energy and momentum. Such a "kink" mode is acted upon by the
string by twice the force acting upon an endpolnt quark. This
gives features very similar to those of a gluon in QCD, where
the corresponding force ratio is expected to be 2/(l-l/N«)
with N c the number of colours. Our picture of e.g. a qqg event
Is thus that a string Is stretched from the q via the g to the
q 13J.

Again here the string pieces between the q and g and between
the g and q may break up by the creation of new quark-
antlquark pairs. The gluon Itself can however not break up Into
* Q'5' pair until after it has lost its energy and momentum.
For a hard and acolllnear gluon, the string piece on either
side of the gluon will break before this time and give a "first
rank" hadron at the gluon "corner" of the string. The two
remaining string pieces will then fragment like ordinary quark-
antlquark Jet systems (If the hadron at the gluon corner Is
q.q2 then the remainder-systems are qq. and q-q)-

Since the energy of a gluon Jet is shared between two string
pieces, a gluon Jet will In general be softer than a quark one.
At presently accessible energies the difference In multiplicity
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will however be much smaller than the factor 2 one could

expect. The particles produced In the qg and gq string pieces

will in momentum space appear along two hyperbolae, typically

with a distance from the hyperbolae to the origin of around 300

NeV/c for primary hadrons., i.e. comparable to typical pt

within a Jet. Hence we expect to see more particles In the qg

and gq angular ranges than in the qq one l5j» An asymmetry of

this kind is actually observed by the JADE group at PETRA [20 J.

In our model, with a string stretched from the q via the g to

the q, there Is a natural transition to the simple two-Jet qq

event for the cases of a soft or collinear gluon. A soft gluon

will loose its energy and disappear before the string breaks

the first time, so that the fragmentation will proceed as in an

ordinary qq event, with some extra pt Imparted to the hadrons

within approximately one unit of rapidity around the gluon

(pseudo-)rapidity and a corresponding recoil taken up by the

endpolnt q and q 19J» For a col linear gluon, the energy in the

qg (or qg) leg Is so small that this cannot break and produce

a hadron at the gluon corner. The first break is Instead on the

other side of the gluon and the first rank hadron will contain

the whole qg piece.

The singularities encountered in the gluon emission probability

are thus in a natural way regularized by the soft fragmentation

process. This manifestation of Infrared stability is In fact

necessary in order that a description of the strong interaction

in terms of quarks and gluons should be meaningful.

For a given process, the three kinds of gluons are then taken

care of in different ways. Perturbatlve QCD gives the

probability for the emission of a hard, acolllnear gluon in the

process and such a gluon is explicitly described as a kink on a

string that fragments. Soft central gluons do not significantly

alter longitudinal fragmentation properties but give particles

extra pt as discussed above. We will In section 4.1 mention a

scheme to simulate the pt coming from such soft gluons, a

simpler but often reasonable approximation Is to maintain the

Gaussian distribution of eq. (2) but Increase the width.

Collinear gluons, finally, give a negligible contribution to
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transverse momentum properties, but give a softening of the

longitudinal fragmentation spectrum. This la because they delaj

the breaking of the colour field, and to produce a fast

particle the field has to break early. Although the physical

Interpretation differs, the mnerlcal result obtained here Is

similar to the one obtained e.g. In Jet calculus [21J.

2.1. Hadron and Dlquark Fragmentation

In a loM-p non-dirrractlve hadronlc Interaction, ne picture

the Incoming hadrons ma colour bags containing two or three

(for mesons and baryons, respectively) colour "blobs",

corresponding to the smeared-out valence quark wavefunctions

[6J. We then expect that, with a certain probability, there

will be a connection between two blobs from the two Incoming

hadrons, so that the two bags do not separate again after the

collision. Instead a string Is stretched In the central region

Just like between a qq pair In e e~ annihilation. The energy

for this string Is taken from the valence quarks, which hence

are retarded. Depending on the original hadi*on wavefunction the

quarks will Initially have different amounts of energy, and

thus loose their energy differently fast. After one quark has

lost Its energy It will stop, but the remaining quark(s) may

continue until the string has been stretched to a full length

determined only by the Initial hadron energy* The quark at the

end of the string, which was the last to stop, we will refer to

as the L-quark (L for leading), the quark closest to the

central region will be called I-quark (I for Interacting) and

the middle quark in a baryon Jet J-quark (J for Junction). The

positions along the string at which the J- and I-quarks stop

are called x, and Xj, respectively, with x. • 1 by definition.

Quark-antlquark (antldlquark-dlquark) pairs can as usual be

produced In the field stretched between the endpolnt L-quarks

via the J- and I-quarks. Since the absolute positions of the J-

and I-quarks are determined by the wavefunctlon, the Iterative

structure of sect. 2.1 will be somewhat broken. We note that

for a baryon Jet the field changes direction at the J-quark, so

that a produced quark is always pulled towards the J-quark.
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id

(s

k.v

Hence the string piece that contains the J-quark always becomes

a baryon. Also the L- or I-quark or both of them may be

Included In the baryon If no breaks occur In the corresponding

string pieces. The L- and J-quarks, If Included In the sam*

baryon, are assumed to retain a memory of their total spin and

In this case act Just like a LJ dlquark. The I-quark, which

takes part In the primary Interaction and also Is the first to

stop, is however always assumed to loose all spin correlations

with the rest of the system. As previously, SU(6) factors are

Included for the production of a baryon.

The precise physical structure of the colour field in the

central region, I.e. between the two I-quarks, is still not

well explored. He will assume that this central region Is

spanned by an ordinary string with a random "endpolnt" quark

(antldiquark) in direct association with one I-quark and Its

antlquark with the other I-quark. One could however Imagine a

more complicated structure, e.g. with gluons at the endpolnts

rather than quarks. ,

In e.g. leptoproductlon, when one quark Is kicked out by the

virtual probe, the fragmentation of the target remnant will be

very similar tc that of a baryon Jet as described above [8J.

The difference is that the I-quark (which is kicked out) will

give rise to a Jet of Its own in the current fragmentation

region. We will then use the same Idea of a stepwlse stretching

of the string for the LJ dlquark fragmentation as we did for

baryon fragmentation. Even the distribution of Xj will be

assumed the same, although this is not strictly necessary.

It might seem that this dlquark picture is In disagreement with

the one presented In section 2.2. This need not be so. In that

case the Important point was the probability to create a

dlquark-antldlquark pair which then Is accelerated by the

field. How the two quarks of the dlquark share the energy gain

is however of no Interest, since they anyhow will enter the

same hadron. In the present case a dlquark exists In the

initial state and Is retarded by the field. Depending on the

initial baryon wavefunction and on how the field breaks, the L-

and J-quarks may but need not end up In the same hadron. In the
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ease they do (1.*. actually
vlll be no difference compared to a
section 2.2.

50S rf tfce time) there
in the

3. Single Jets

A Jet is created by an outgoing edloured parton (quark,
dlquark, gluon) and can hence never appear alone- Sometimes It
Is however useful to study the fragmentation of a single Jet as
a first approximation, without the added complication of
Joining the Jets in the center etc. In this chapter we will
then consider such "infinite energy" jets of different kinds.

3.1. Quark Jets

Assume * prlMry quark q (q • u, d, i, c, b, ...)
along the +x axis. In the colour field behind q a

going out
pair is

created and pulled apart. A meson qq. is formed leaving a
remainder-Jet q. which then will serve as*starting point for
further breaks in an Iterative fashion. Hence primary mesons

The production of different quarks in the field is in principle
determined by the tunneling foraula (eq. (2)), which e.g. tells
us that c quark production In the field can be completely
neglected. Quark aasses are however uncertain enough that we
choose to Introduce as free parameter the suppression of s-
quark production compared to u- or d-quark one. Experimentally
this seeas to be a number In the range s/u • 0.30 - 0.35» In
agreement with theoretical prejudices.

The quark and the ant1quark may combine either to produce a
pseudoscalar or a vector meson (higher resonances are
neglected). From SU(6) spin counting one would expect this to
take place In thr proportions 1:3» whereas the experimental
figure seems to be closer to 1:1. This could be related to the
difference between pseudoscalar and vector meson masses, but we
have no theory for this and hence accept It as a free
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parameter. The diagonal flavour combinations uu, d3 and si
are mixed to produce the pseudoscalars « , T) and r\" and the
vectors p , w and •• Basically this flavour mixing Is known,
although with some uncertainties for r» and T)'.

Occasionally an antldlquark-dlquark pair may be created in the
field rather than a quark-antlquark one, with the constraint
that two adjacent breaks may not both be of this type, since we
disregard the possibility of bound diquark-antidiquark states.
In addition to the s quark suppression, three further
parameters are Introduced to describe the production
probabilities In this case. The first is the suppression of
dlquark pair production compared to quark pair production. From
SPEAR data we determined it to qq/q « 0.065 l7,22j, while
recent PETRA nnd PEP data [23J would suggest a higher value,
perhaps 0.08. Within the errors there need be no contradiction
between these two figures; as a compromise we choose 0.075» The
second parameter Is the suppression of spin 1 dlquarks compared
to spin 0 ones, excluding the ,naive enhancement of spin 1
dlquarks by a factor of 3 due to spin counting* This can be
related to the ud, - udft mass difference and from there to the
0r - A ditto, however v ,'th rather large uncertainties. The

value used in the program is (l/3)#udj/ud0 « 0.05, but very
little will depend critically on this choice. The final
parameter is the extra suppression of strange dlquarks in
addition to what Is Implied by the strange quark suppression.
This comes about since the unneling probability is an
exponential in m and not in m, so that the dlquark and strange
quark suppressions do not factorlze. In the program we use
(us/ud)/(s/d) « 0.2, but again this Is not critical.

A given quark-dlquark pair may combine either to produce a spin
1/2 ("octet" If only u,d and a quarks are considered) or a spin
3/2 ("decuplet") baryon (again neglecting higher resonances).
Special care Is here necessary since, in distinction to the
meson case, different flavour combinations have different
number of states available (for uuu only A Is available,
while uds may either become A, z or £ ). In SU(6) this may be
expressed by giving each quark-dlquark combination a weight,
i.e. probability to be accepted so that, were It not for the
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tunneling suppression factors above, the different baryons
would be produced In proportion to their number of spin states,
I.e. 2 for spin 1/2 and *» for spin 3/2 baryons. As In the case
for mesons, one could Imagine a suppression of the heavier spin
3/2 baryons, parametrized by reducing the weight for the spin
3/2 states by a given factor. Due to lack of data It Is not
known If such a reduction Is necessary, and we will hence
neglect It for the moment.

If a given quark-dlquark combination Is not accepted above,
properly both the quark and dlquark flavour should be chosen
anew. This would become a tedious process since then the hadron
produced In the step before has to be thrown away as well. In
practice only the last produced pair, be that the quark or
dlquark one, Is thrown away. The error Introduced by this Is
small.

Every quark or dlquark Is also supposed to have

momentum pL randomly distributed according to
a transverse

n it cr

with the constraint that the total p\ of each pair created in
the field be zero. The transverse momenta of the quarks are
then added vectorially to give the pL of the mesons formed

2from them. In principles is given by a • < /* from eq. (2),

but then soft gluon effects etc. come in addition, so that we
leave a as a free parameter. Experimentally o • 0.10 - 0.45
OeV/c.

Since we by definition have chosen the primary quark q to go
out along the z axis, it would in principle have no transverse
momentum. However, the recoil effect from soft gluon emission
can often be approximated by giving q a pfc Just like for the
pairs created in the field with this momentum assumed to be
balanced elsewhere in the event. Hence such an option Is
available.

The primary quark q, going out along the +z axis, initially
carries the quantity W + o • EQ + p z Q. From W+Q the first rank
hadron qq, takes the E + pz fraction z+, • (E + Pz)afji /^ +n
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leaving W+1 « (1 - z+J) W + Q to the remaining q^ Jet, from which

the second rank hadron takes a fraction z+2' etc.
Basically we expect to have a flat distribution In z+ (eq.
(I)), however with corrections from col11near gluons and finite
field sizes.

Collinear gluons modify eq. (1) to an effective distribution

f (z+) dz+ - (1 + c) (1 - z +)
( dz (5)

where c In first order QCD Is given by

2 12

3 3T="
.2

( In In
M M

In lower

Here *C corresponds to the limit above which

explicitly taken
a

(6)
isgluon

into account (see section 4.3) while M i o w e r

hadroncorresponds to a cutoff at typical hadron masses. A Is the

usual QCD scale parameter. Again the theoretical uncertainty Is

large enough that it Is feasible e.g. to choose the c value for

u and d quarks as free parameter and only use eq. (6) to relate

this to what Is Implied for the fragmentation of a heavier
2 2 'quark (where !!,__„ and M. are different). Experimentally
upp©p lower

then c • 0.5 for u and d quarks, which implies c » 0.35 for s,
» 0.15 for c and « 0.05 for b quarks.. The formula is derived
explicitly for the case of a first rank hadron, but we will
assume that the effect in further steps will be of the same
type, where the flavour of the remnant-jet specifies the c
value to be used.

The effects of finite field lengths will be taken Into account

by the introduction of a weighting factor at each pair

production vertex

I 8 I 2 - < r ? % • —t-T-
(<t) + mtq r + mtq ( 7 )

where mt_ Is the transverse mass of the quark (or dlquark) pair
created at the vertex. The factor T* may be calculated
recursively

r o - o (8)
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^ 1-i z+1 ( 9 )

with mfcl the transverse mass of the hadron Qj^!^» If this nr-
weighting" falls, the latest choice of flavour, transverse
momentum and z is invalidated and has to be remade. The effects
on the flavour distribution from this are small, but it
Introduces a correlation between z and pt for hadrons.

After a hadron has been accepted, p_ and E for it are found
Z

according to

mti
(10)

(11)

The perhaps most known jet generation scheme, the Pield-Peynman
(FP) one ll^J, is similar to the model presented above. The
major difference is in the longitudinal fragmentation. There an
effective fragmentation function •

f(z+) dz+ » (1 - a + 3 a (1 - z + )
2 ) dz+ (12)

with a * 0.77 is used. Charm and heavier quarks are not

included in the FF model, but are traditionally Introduced by

using a shape similar to eq. (12) or of the type

f(z+) dz+ - (1 + b) zj dz+ (13)

with b > 0 for the first rank meson (containing the heavy
quark) and then the ordinary function afterwards. In our
Implementation of the FF scheme it is also possible to produce
baryons, again not Included in the FF recipe, according to our
own model.

3.2. Hadron and Dlquark Jets

Depending on the initial wavefunctions, the J- and I-quarks
will stop at different positions along the string, expressed by
Xj and x-f. As reasonable parametrlzatlons of these probability
distributions we choose
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fj<xj> d xj - 6 xj (1 - xj

for baryon and dlquark jets

e(xT - xT)
fIb ( xI ) d xI " ^ —
ID I I Xj

dx

( J 5 )

for baryon jets (the 0 function means that the I-quark always

lies behind the J-quark) and

'im^I* d xI " 2 (1 " XI> dxI (16)

for meson jets. The corresponding positions In momentum space

are given by W+J • Xj*W+ and W + I • Xj*W+.

Neglecting r-factors for the moment, the fragmentation function

for a hadron Jet Is basically given by eq. (5)» However, we do

not expect any collinear gluons to be associated with the

string piece between the L- and J-quarks, since these two

separate at a rather late stage, after most gluon radiation has

taken place. Hence, until the J-quark has been Included In a

baryon, eq. (1) will be used Instead.

With the scaling variable z + 1 chosen, it is possible to check

the remaining W + 1 « (1 - z+1) W + M _ I ) against W+J and W + I to

see if either the J-quark or I-quark or both should be Included

in the hadron to be formed. In a step when neither Is Included,

the flavour fragmentation scheme of section 3»1 carries over

unchanged. Let us then consider the modifications when

including a J- or I-quark.

The J-quark may either be Included in the first rank hadron

together with the L-quark or in a higher-rank hadron together

with a remnant-quark from the L-quark Jet fragmentation (in

this case a remnant-antldlquark Is not an acceptable

alternative, if this happens the generation is started over).

In addition a third quark will go into the hadron, either the

I-quark or a quark created in the field behind the J-quark. The

probability for these three quarks to go into a baryon is

calculated using the ordinary SU(6) factors. Note that If the

L-quark is Included in the baryon, then the L- and J-quarks

already are in a diquark state, so that the SU(6) factors on

the average will be larger than for three quarks at random. The

probability for the L- and J-quarks to stick together is thus
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enhanced approximately from 5OJf to 60JI. If the SU(6) weighting

falls, the complete Jet Is generated anew (but with the same x,

and x, values).

An I-quark will always be assumed to loose any spin correlation
with the rest of the original hadron. Hence, when the I-quark
Is Included In a meson or a baryon, possibly together with the
L- and/or J-quark, It will be treated precisely like an
ordinary quark created In the field. The only exception Is that
If we are to combine It with a d1quark created In the field no
SU(6) weighting Is performed, since we can not throw away the
I-quark (In practice this shortcoming Is not very significant).
When the I-quark Is Included In the hadron, there Is no
ordinary remnant-flavour left. Therefore a new flavour (q, q,
qq. QÖ") Is generated according to customary probabilities for
pair production in the field and forms the starting point for
the rest of the flavour chain. The kinematics for this is
treated as if the I-quark and this new flavour were an ordinary
q'q' pair coming out from a common vertex with W+ = W+1 (for a
hadron produced in the i:th step).

Pairs created In the field during the fragmentation are again
assumed to have transverse momenta according to eq. (4). The L-
and J-quarks, normally not given any pt, may be given opposite
and compensating pt (corresponding to the relative Fermi
motion, which is expected to be smaller than the ordinary
fragmentation P*.)» and may also share a pt (to be balanced
elsewhere In the event) just like a leading quark. The I-quark
together with its associated new flavour are given a pt in the
same way as q'q' pairs.

Finally a weighting in r is performed as for ordinary quark
Jets, with one modification. The field changes polarity at the
J-quark, so that for a q'q' pair created between the L- and J-
quark the relevant invariant time should be calculated from the
point where the J-quark stopped. The iteration formula of eq.
(9) is hence replaced by
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ri-l +
 mtl

r̂w•J
for particles in front of the J-quark and

»» _ /1 — \w i 1—i • ti

- w( ) +J

for the particle containing the J-quark

(17)

(18)

Within the program It Is possible e.g. to require the LJ-

dlquark always to stick together and go.Into the first rank

had ron. Iterative models of the type qq • hadron + qq' [ 24 J are

however not Implemented. Field-Feynman fragmentation functions

are available as for quark jets, but this Is of course not a

standard feature of the FF model.

3»3» Gluon Jets

An "infinite energy" gluon Jet in tlje Lund model consists of

two string pieces joined at the tip, at the gluon itself. The

two string pieces will break by the production of a q^j and a

q2q2 pair, respectively (where one of q^ and q2 may represent

an antldlquark). A hadron q3q2 is thus formed at the gluon

corner. For each of the q'q' pairs a Pt is defined as in eq.

(4), which add vectorially to give the pt of the hadrön.

When the string is stretched, the gluon will loose its energy

equally rapidly to the two string pieces, so that the W+ on the

two sides are W

take fractions z

(1) « w(2)

t2)
• W+ /2. The first rank hadron will

of this so that

<E + ^ n a d r o n " z+ W+ +*+ w+ ~ v*+ T*+ ' T " (19)

The z\' are distributed Independently of each other according

to eq. (5). •

Finite field length

from the two sides :

corrections are given by the r^ factors
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If T

s(%V
KX2

g(--^-)
ratq2

.(1) ,(2)

.(1)
(20)

is introduced,Here a further degree of freedom for the I*

which is not specified by the z[1) alone. Defining W^x' - (E

- p K and corresponding fractions z , the transverse mass
2 —*

m. of the first rank hadron is given by

r2
(1)w(1) + z(2)w(2)) (z O )w (

iz+ w+ + z+ w+ ; iz_ w_

which means that
0 < ẑ •I

ri)w(D
1 - 1 , 2

"+ "+ • (22)

i s uniformly distributed In theWe will assume that zv 'W*
allowed range (the same wil l then apply to z_ yŴ  ) . The
r are then given by

•<*> (1 - 1-1.2 (23)

What remains after the formation of the first rank hadron is an

with known pfc, E+pflantlquark Jet q, — ri., _ r_
.\*/ «^^ a correspondingly known quark Jet, and p g y
fragmentation of these Jets will
ordinary, Independent quark Jets.

(1 - z^M-W^' and

,. The continued

then proceed as In two

Other gluon Jet models advocated [25,26J and available here as
options are ones where the gluon either fragments like a quark
of random flavour (u, d, s, u, 3, s), possibly then with a
somewhat softer fragmentation function, or like a quark-
antiquark Jet pair sharing the total energy according to the
Altarelll-Parisi splitting function for g •» qq. (We do however
not Include the possibility of gluon Jets with a radically
different flavour content, as has been advocated e.g. in [27J•)
Of course it Is also possible to use the PieId-Feynman
fragmentation function in connection w5th the fragmentation of
a gluon Jet.
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3.4» Finite Jets and Systems

The schemes above have to be complemented with a prescription
for when to stop the Jet generation. In our program this takes
place when the remaining W+ becomes less than e.g. 0.1 GeV so
that no further hadrons with P >0 may be generated. It must
however be remembered that several of the particles created
before this may well have large, negative p . For the study of
scaling properties and "Infinite energy" Jets this doesn't
matter. However, when generating Jets In actual physical
situations one could e.g. choose to keep all final particles
with p >0 or to keep all stable particles coming from primary
hadrons with p >0. We Include the latter possibility as an
option In the program.

It would with such cuts on momentum parallel to the respective
Jet axes be possible to generate systems of quark and gluon
Jets to simulate e.g. qq, qqg or ggg events. Models of this
kind would not conserve energy, momentum or flavour except as
properties on the mean. Neither would they be Lorentz
Invariant. At high enough energies one would expect the errors
to be small when Interest lies mainly In the rather fast
particles so that the Joining of the Jets In the center does
not enter. This Is essentially the line followed In the Hoyer
et al. [25] and All et al. [26 \ Monte Carlo programs, but with
the addition of special routines that ensure energy, momentum
and flavour conservation by suitable adjustments of the Jets
"post facto". The option to generate Independent Jets Is also
available In the present program, then with energy, momentum
and flavour breaks preserved. In the following chapter we will
however choose another approach to the question of generating
Jet systems.

i|. Jet Systems

In the Lund model, with quarks represented by endpolnts of
strings and gluons by kinks on strings, two basic Jet
configurations are possible. One Is an open string with a quark
and an antlquark In the ends and an arbrltrary number of gluons
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In between: qq, qgq, qggq, etc. The other Is a closed gluon
loop: gg, ggg, etc. Any Jet system may be built up by combining
such basic configurations. Note that for systems with four or
more jets a given setup of parton flavours and momenta will not
uniquely specify the string configuration. In [28J this problem
Is studied for some specific processes.

In the following we will study the simulation of the different
jet systems. In addition to what has been discussed In the
previous chapter, three questions will be of Importance: how to
join two jets, the kinematics at gluon corners and cuts against
soft and collinear gluons.

4.1. Quark-antiquark Jet Systems

The simplest Jet system Is the qq event. Seen In the CM frame
we have a quark q going out In the +z direction and an
antiquark q In the -z direction, with W+Q « W_~
center of mass energy.

cm
the

Neither the Lund nor the Pleld-Feynman fragmentation function
Is completely symmetric, In the sense that the final result Is
different If a Jet system Is generated from right to left or
from left to right. To overcome partly this limitation, we will
at each step of the generation scheme allow a particle to be
formed with equal probability on either side of the then
remaining system. We will refer to these as right (+z) or left
(-z) side hadrons, keeping In mind that this flavour and
coordinate space ordering may look entirely different In
momentum space*

The scaling function to be used Is f(z+) for a right side
hadron and f(z_) for a left side one. The scaling variable z +

(z_) may no longer take all values between 0 and 1, constraints
coming from conservation of energy and momentum. The (non-
optimal ) constraints used are
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2 ,2
mt mt
"• w- w+ "- (21)

The lower cuts corresponds to the hadron with transverse mass
ni taking all the W_ (W+) available, the upper to the presence
of a remaining system which has to take some W+ (W ). As the
minimum mass of such a system qj5p we take mi
Each hadron formed takes a fraction both of W
the l:th hadron Is formed on the right side

+ and W_,

'+1 (1 "

'-1 -(1-1)

V(l-l)
2
tlm

q
thus If

(25)

(26)

In the Lund model, a matrix element factor I g | according to
eq. (3) will appear for each q'q' pair created. Hence we have
to keep track of a r. on the right side and a r on the left
side. These may be obtained recursively as In eq. (9), but with
the difference that whereas a left side hadron will take a part
of the total W+, It will not Influence the value for r+. Hence
we need to keep track of a variable W+ which only depends on
how much E + p right side hadrons carry away, so that In the
formation of such a particle

(27)
where It Is the thus defined z + 1 that enters In eq. (9).

The separation off of hadrons may go on as long as the energy

of the remaining system Is sufficiently large. At some point,

when

< W^'remaining mln (28)
It Is decided that the next breakup will give the final two
hadrons rather than a hadron and a remainder-system. Basically
W j should be determined so that a flat rapidity plateau Ism m • .
obtained at high energies. This roughly corresponds to an
average W . of 2.4 QeV with the Lund fragmentation scheme and
2.9 GeV with the Pleld-Feynman parametrlzatlon.

Ideally each particle type by Itself should give a flat
rapidity plateau. In practice this Is unattainable, but a
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marked Improvement Is obtained If v
B j n

 is nade flavour-
dependent. For a q,q. system which breaks by the production of
a, possibly final, qnq"n pair, Wfflln may be written

Wmln " (Wmln + »qi * nqj + k Bqn> ° * 6> (29)

Here k = 2 corresponds to the mass of the final pair being
taken fully Into account. Smaller values may also be
considered, depending on what criteria are used to define the
"best" Joining.

The 1+6 factor signifies a smearing of the W . value, e.g. 1±6
randomly distributed between 0.8 and 1.2, to avoid an abrupt
and unphyslcal cutoff In the Invariant mass distribution of the
final two hadrons. Still, this distribution will be somewhat
different from that of any two adjacent hadrons elsewhere. Due
to the cut In eq. (28) there Is no tall up to very high masses;
there are also fewer events close to the lower limit, where the
two hadrons are formed at rest with respect to each other.

For the two final hadrons the respective masses and transverse
momenta and the remaining W. and W are known (flavour and p.
properties of the final qnq"n pair are as for the other q'q*
pairs created In the field, except that for q an antldlquark
the SU(6) checks for matching flavours can only be done with
respect to one of the adjacent q'q' pairs). If W W_ Is too
small, no klnematlcally allowed solution will exist, In which
case we reject all previous steps and start all over again.
Otherwise two possible solutions exist, one In which the right
side hadron moves to the right In the CM frame of the two
hadrons, and one In which It moves to the left.The probability
for the latter, reverse, ordering Is smaller for two adjacent
hadrons elsewhere In the chain, hence a corresponding behaviour
Is put In by hand for the final two hadrons. A good
parametrlzatlon Is

1
reverse

- a (1 -
m tl m t2

(30)
where m., and m. o are the transverse masses of the final two
hadrons and W+ and W_ corresponding remaining quantities. We
choose a » 0.32 and b • 0.5 In the Lund scheme and b • 0.8 with
the Field-Feynman parametrlzatlon.
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The recipe above will conserve energy, momentum and flavour at
each step of the generation process. The result will agree with
the single quark Jet recipe for the fast particles on either
side while we obtain a smooth Joining of the two Jets In the
center. It Is however Important to remember that no scheme of
this kind can be made entirely consistent.

The scheme as discussed so far allows for an Initial qq pair
and the production of new quark-antlquark or antldlquark-
dlquark pairs In the colour field between them. However, Just
as In section 3*2, this can be extended to dlquark or had ron
Jets. J- and I-quarks from the right-moving Initial hadron are
given positions W+J and W + J, while those from the left-moving
hadron are given positions W_j and W_j. These quarks are
Included In the hadrons which, during the fragmentation, take
the corresponding portions of the string. Normally a central
flavour chain Is stretched between the two I-quarks. For lack
of something better to do, when a flavour Is generated In
association with one I-quark, the corresponding antlflavour Is
associated with the other I-quark, and In between ordinary
breakups are allowed to take place. If however most of the
energy has been used up before the I-quarks are Included In
hadrons, it may be that the two I-quarks end up In adjacent
hadrons. In that case no central flavour chain Is necessary,
and the kinematics Is handled as were the I-quarks coming from
a common vertex.

A rather freestanding part of the program, only Implemented for
simple two-Jet systemt, Is a simulation of the transverse
momentum effects from soft gluons, as discussed In section 2.3*
The central region In pseudorapldlty space Is divided Into a
number of bins with a width around Ay > 1. In each bin the
gluons are summed up to one effective gluon with pt according
to 19J

d2P

where

2-a e(M2 -
(3D
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(32)

ly!

o (33)
strong coupling constant and N.

gives the cutoff of the soft gluon region (in teras of the

cutoffs to be Introduced in section *.?, H^ • 8a£ • 8 Geir).

where « is the effective

forced on us since the p. contribution fro» a soft gluon on

This pt Is then distributed among the particles around the

gluon pseudorapldlty and a recoil Is taken up bj the endpolnts

and distributed In proportion to the M+ or W_ fractions. This

procedure will conserve the momentum. I.e. the central soft

gluon p*t is exactly compensated by the recoil, but the total

energy will in our scheme not be conserved exactly (although

the deviations are not very large). This breaking has been

a

hadron depends on the pseudorapldlty range subtended by the

hadron, while an exact calculation of this range requires that

the total pt is already known. What we in fact do is to add

the soft gluon p. as perturbations on an ordinary event and

recalculate the energies of the hadrons after this. This option

in the program nay be necessary e.g. for a study of "primordial

k " in leptoproductlon, but In general a good representation of

the data is obtained by an increase in the Gaussian pt width

and/or by giving the endpolnt quark-antlquark pair opposite

transverse momenta Just like a quark-antlquark pair in the

field (such an option is also available for two-Jet events).

The Gluon Kinks

Assume an arbrltrary Jet system characterised by the parton

momenta and an ordering of the partons along the string

stretched between them. For the purposes of our generation

scheme an alternative setup of klnematlcal variables are

calculated. The direction of each outgoing parton Is

characterised by standard polar and aslmuthal angles 6 and #.

The transverse velocity of each string piece is called p. With

respect to a given parton, a string piece attached to it is

characterized by an opening angle « between the parton and the
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string (longitudinal) direction and an azlmuthal angle x of the

string around the parton direction.

With these quantities defined, the treatment of each string
piece may be done with the string along the z axis. Thereafter
the string may be transformed to the correct position by 1) a
Lorentz boost +p along the x direction, 2) a rotation -a In
polar angle, 3) a rotation +% In azlmuthal angle, 4) a rotation
+e In polar angle and 5) a rotation +• In azlmuthal angle. Here
the set (a,x,8>+) may, for a given string piece, be defined
with respect to either of the two partons between which the
string piece Is spanned. In fact, we will come to use both
these possible characterizations for different parts of a given
string piece.

Again the gluon will, In our semiclassical scheme, loose Its

energy equally rpnidly to both legs attached to It. This Is so

since, although the string piece actually drawn out by the

gluon per unit time Is proportional, to cos a, this string piece

moves with a transverse velocity p • sin a, so that the energy

density per unit length Is a factor 1/cos a higher than for a

string at rest.

A string piece at rest along the z axis, as described above, is
then characterized by the energy variables W+ and W_. The
product W.W_ is the invariant mass squared of the two partons
between which the string piece is stretched, however with a
factor 1/2 multiplying a gluon momentum, since this momentum Is
to be shared between two strings. The definition of what Is the
+ direction is not unique (e.g. a change in definitions a • « -
*» t • X +* gives W +* W _ ) . An arbrltrary orientation along
the string is chosen by hand, so that each gluon has one string
piece "coming in", where the gluon defines the + direction (and
a < n/2), and one piece "going out", for which the same gluon
defines the - direction (and o > n/2). Note that this is
different from sect. 3*3, where both string pieces had the
gluon in the • direction.

For the study of the production of a first rank hadron at a
specific corner, e.g. placed along the +z direction, we will
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however choose a notation more consistent with the one In

section 3.3. Let f for forwards denote the direction towards

the gluon corner, i.e. the - direction in string 1 and the +

direction in string 2, and b for backwards denote the direction

away from the gluon corner. The requirement that the first rank

hadron be on mass shell leads to a generalization of eq. (21)

+ B z + C z ( 1 ) 2
+ o z b z b

'b ' v "b "b u , (34)

Here A, B, C and D are functions of the zi , W^ , W_ ,

o , x » P a nd Pv of the two systems 1*1,2. The

complete expressions are to be found in the program. For the

simplifying case when the transverse momenta pz of the two
(1)

quark-antiquark pairs are 0, we have (note that cos or ' < 0

and cos a
q
(2) > 0)

u(3) cos a^ 12) w ( 2 ) ) w

cos ox~'

B cos a

V2)

(2)

(1)
b

(1)

- cos

cos

cos a

(2)

rn
cos a

[h w^2>; b

- 2 tan tan

m

Equation (3*0 describes an hyperbola in the z(1) - z,

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(2)

plane, with the allowed region 0 < 1. Also, to ensure

that the leading hadron is not unreasonably soft, we reject

zi , pi such that solutions exist with z£ +

We will assume that the physical states are

sets

z

of

distributed uniformly along the hyperbola and select *b

pairs accordingly. In the Lund sceme this will also define
.(1) according to eq. (23) and the finite field length
suppression factor in eq. (20). The momentum and energy of the
first rank hadron is again given by expressions which In the
special case of p£ ' 0 reduce to

b (39)

(40)
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cos«
( 1 )

(z<2>W<2> + z<2>W,<2>sin2«<2>) / cos«<2>

<2>• z<2>W<2>cos«

(41)

(42)

A given Jet system will, after the hadron around each gluon has

been formed, essentially reduce to a number of simple qq jet

systems, with remaining flavour and energy (W+ and W_ of

system, j>t at ends, r+ and r_) well known. These remnant-

systems may be treated as described In section 4.1. A certain

minimum energy Is of course required for these systems, as Is

discussed In the next section. If these requirements are not

fulfilled for a given setup of q'q', z+> z_ and j>t, we start

anew.

4.3. Physical Cuts on Event Geometries

While single Jets may be generated of any energy, since the

scheme used for those is not required to conserve flavour or

energy exactly, the same Is not true for Jet systems. A minimum

energy will always be required in order to be able to produce

any particles at all. There are also physically motivated cuts

on soft and colllnear gluons, as discussed in sect. 2.3» All

these cuts are by necessity Lorentz Invariant and can be

discussed in terms of Invariant masses.

The colllnear singularity corresponds to the invariant mass of

two partons joined by a string becoming small, so small that no

particles may be produced from the energy In that string piece

alone. The event shape then is very similar to a case when one

parton is carrying the full energy and momentum, and any

deviations should rather be considered as perturbations on this

case. In actual practice, the way we treat a system is to cut

off a first rank hadron at each gluon corner and then allow

each remaining string piece to fragment Into at least two

hadrons. This makes for a straightforward generation scheme,

whereas situations with e.g. only one hadron in a remaining

string piece would require ad hoc routines, to shuffle energy
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back and forth at the gluon corners, in order to obtain exact

energy and momentum conservation. But although the cuts

presented below are somewhat harder than is theoretically

required, they are still softer than the experimental

resolution power of one jet into two, with the one exception of

T + ggg, which with our cuts almost always collapses to an

effective two-gluon system.

The actual form of the cuts will differ for the three cases of
a qq, a qg and a gg string piece. Let us Introduce m « ] GeV

as an
with m
q. Then
hadrons

M2

qq

"average" hadron transverse mass in Jet fragmentation,
an estimate of the mass of a hadron containing+ »m.

C a
for a qq string piece, required to give at least two

(P PJ 2> (m + m + m Q)
q q q a (43)

A qg string piece will only obtain half the gluon energy; in
addition the energy must suffice for "half" the particle at the
gluon corner and two particles in the string piece remaining
after this. An estimate including the average relative motion
of the hadrons gives '

M2 t x J \2 s i , 5 ^ 2M i = (P« + 5 P«.> > vm_ + n ma)

Correspondingly for a gjg2 string piece, with half the energy
of each gluon, two "half" particles at the corners and two
particles in between

« 2 _ / ! _ . L J — \ 2 V / ) I _ \ C
M

g

Effectively these formulae can be summed up as

Mstring
where
m i • i

(«i

- 1 for a quark (diquark) but
'"a; (46)
0.5 for a gluon, and

is used for a gluon.

The other cut, against soft gluons, is not so much dictated by
a requirement that the program should work as that It should
give sensible results. Imagine a gluon g, which with strings
are attached to two partons 1 and 2, which may be either quarks
or gluons. It Is suitable to study the event In a frame where
partons 1 and 2 go out In opposite directions and the g goes
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out perpendicularly to them. If the gluon Is weak In that
frame, It will rapidly lose Its energy and only remain as a
transverse excitation on the 1-2 string by the time the soft
fragmentation sets In, giving a slightly Increased average pt

but otherwise no significant effects. From our knowledge of r
(«t ) In qq systems and remembering that a gluon loses energy
twice as fast as a quark, we may choose the cut

F'2 > fi m 2

Eg > 8 ma (47)
using the prime to denote energies In this frame. To obtain the
form of the cut in the CM frame, we note that, neglecting
parton masses

I r» v* V\ I o i?" v'\ if*- i*̂

E • B J K g K ,

(4 E; MZJ\ "27 "12 (48)
For nonzero parton masses the exact expression will become more
complicated without adding anything significantly new, so we
will always use the cut

«2 »2

M12 (49)

In summary, we have two kinds of cuts. For each parton leg
there Is a requirement of a minimum invariant mass and for each
gluon corner a requirement of a minimum transverse momentum.
There are however no cuts on the invariant mass between two
partons not Joined by a string.

5. Particles and their decays

In the present paper we Include four generations of quarks and
leptons by a straightforward extension of the standard model
for weak and electromagnetic Interactions. Whereas strong
arguments speak for the existence of three Complete
generations, I.e. also including the so far undiscovered top
quark, there Is certainly no theoretical need for a fourth one.
While no experimentalist would have to worry about new quark
thresholds much above the Z mass for some time to come, the
possibility, however remote, of discovering them e.g. at LEP
may require some studies, and It Is with this In mind that a
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set of fourth generation (and top) masses ha3 been chosen.
These masses may of course easily be changed, however with the
W mass as the upper practical limit, since the possibility of
on-mass-shell W:s In the weak decay of a heavier quark or
lepton would change some of our assumptions.

5.1. Partons and Particles

Eight quarks are Included: u, d, s, c, b, t (top, charge +2/3),
1 (low, charge -1/3) and h (high, charge +2/3), with the latter
three not yet discovered. These may appear singly or In dlquark
pairs, then with the quarks consistently given In falling order
end with the spin as subscript, e.g. duQ (d and u quarks In
spin singlet) or cs, (c and i" quarks In spin triplet). In
addition we of course have the gluon g.

From the quarks the pseudoscalar and vector mesons and spin 1/2
and spin 3/2 baryon multlplets are built up. For the rare charm
baryons and all bottom, top, low and high hadrons standardized
particle names are given by the •] iark* content (In falling
order), the hadron spin configuration and the charge, e.g. B "
(quarks b, u, spin 0, charge -1), Td (quarks t, 3, spin 1,
charge +1), Hu° (quarks fi, u, spin 0, charge 0), C g u 0

+

(quarks c, s, u, total spin 1/2 with su In spin singlet, charge
+1), B. . (quarks b, d, u, total spin 1/2 with du In spin
triplet, charge 0) and T (quarks t, c, u, total spin 3/2,

cu
charge +2). New flavour neutral pseudoscalar combinations are
denoted by TJ, e.g. nH, TU , while corresponding vector mesons

0 0are called $, e.g. <J>t, $n> We will also consider K« and K. as
separate particles, coming from the "decay" of K and K .

The three known lepton families e, n and x are complemented by
a fourth, tentatively called X. The other particles of the
standard theory for weak and electromagmetlc Interactions are

°also Included: y, Z W+, VT and the neutral Hlggs H°.
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5.2. Masses

Quark masses are not particularly well defined, but fortunately
the choice of quark masses Is not critical for most
applications In our program. For the calculation of heavy
hadron masses and for quark masses occurlng e.g. In cuts on
small systems we Introduce "constituent" masses

n^ » md - 0.325 GeV
mg - 0.5 GeV mc - 1.6 GeV
mb - 5.0 GeV mt - 20 GeV
m1 « 10 GeV n^ » 80 GeV

Constituent masses for dlquarks are defined as the sum of the
respective quark masses. The gluon Is always assumed massiess
(although a confined gluon has an effective, nonzero mass, we
will never find any reason to Introduce this).

'2

lu

Ire
is

3

From the constituent quark masses the masses of yet

undiscovered mesons and baryons are built up by using formulae

of the type [29j .

M m0 + m. + k 7
1 K J

rather small

<ql'gJ>

m.
'I ™J (50)

i.e. one rather small constant term, a sum over constituent
masses and a spin-spin Interaction term for each quark pair in
the hadron, where a set of constants m0 and k are fitted from
known masses for mesons and baryons separately. The flavour
neutral mesons are also defined separately, since here in
particular the constant term may differ compared to mesons with
one heavy and one light quark (although we also Include other
hadrons with several heavy quarks in our particle list, the
corresponding production rates are very low, so a minor
mismatch there won't matter).

I re

While constituent masses correspond to "dressed" quarks, the
quark-antlquark or antldlquark-dlquark pairs created In the
field probably have masses more akin to the "current algebra"
ones, at least In the Initial stageB relevant for the tunneling
probability (eq. (2)) and the finite field length corrections
(eq. (3))* Only mass values In the order of /*/« wJll be
sensitive to the precise choice made, since here the tunneling
probability Is a rapidly varying function of the mass. Hence we
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choose a rather simple approach, to subtract a constant term
(0.2 GeV) off the constituent quark mas3es to obtain the
"current algebra" ones. For dlquarks also a constant term (0.1
GeV) Is subtracted, but In addition the spin-spin forces are
taken Into account as In eq. (50), with the same constant k as
for baryons.

The fourth generation lepton X Is assumed to have a mass of 30
GeV, while all neutrinos are assumed massless. The Z Is given
a mass of 93 GeV and the W a mass of 83 GeV, according to best
present estimates [ 30 J • The value of the H mass is
considerably more uncertain, but has tentatively been fixed

15 GeV.
at

Particle masses as discussed so far have been sharp, I.e. with
no mass broadening for short-lived resonances such as p, K and
A. As an option we however Include the possibility to
distribute the masses according to a Breit-Wigner shape

r iP(M) dM
(M -

dM

' " ' # (51)

truncated at some value | M - MQ | < 6, with 6 arbritrarily
chosen so that no problems are encountered In the decay chains.
It should be emphasized that such a truncated but symmetric
Brelt-Wigner shape often is a poor approximation, and never
should be used for detailed studies of resonance production. It
will however give a feeling for what mass smearing effects
could mean.

5»3» Strong and Electromagnetic Decays

The decays of hadrons containing the "ordinary" u, d and s
quarks into two or three particles are known and branching
ratios may be found In [31 J« We assume that the momentum
distributions are given by phase space, except for u and •
decaying into n iCn . Here a matrix element of the form

M l I P +
*" (52)

is used, where the 5 are the momenta in the rest frame of the
71

w and $,respectively.
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of decays Involving resonances of heavier
• B ~ Y> are treated In the

Also a number
hadrons, e.g. 2
same way as the other two-particle decays.

or
u

5.M. Weak Decays of Heavy Hadrons

The weak decay of a meson Qq (or baryon Qqq') may, neglecting
QCD corrections, go either as "free" quark decay

Qq • QjOV^q or i v ^

or via quark annihilation

Qq * qjq2 or Iv,

(In the latter only Qqq' •

(53)

*laq2q' ls P ° 8 8 l b l e for a baryon).

The structure of the weak mixing between the families, as
described In the Kobayashl-Maskawa model naively extended to
four families, motivates a simplification so that only the
decay chain h • l * t * b + c * s need be considered In free
quark decays.

For charm mesons and baryons some semlleptonlc branching ratios
are known, which have to be complemented with "educated
guesses" on the composition of hadronlc decays. For B and T
mesons the relative probabilities for the different processes
are given by All et al. [32J, and we use their results here.
Heavier hadrons, and also 6 and T baryons, are taken to decay
exclusively In the "free" quark decay, channels.

The quarks produced In the primary decay Interact In the final
state so that only hadrons come out. The momenta of the leptons
In semlleptonlc decays are determined by the primary decay
matrix element, but this ls not so for hadrons. We expect that
the quarks stretch out colour force fields between themselves,
fields which then may fragment Into new hadrons Just like
ordinary Jet Bystems considered In chapter 4. However, in c and
b decays we do not expect Jet-like decays, In particular in
view of the fact that In most cases more than two Jets share
the available energy. We therefore will choose a phase space
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kind of decay scheme for these hadrons, as follows.

For the nonleptonlc decays of charm and bottom hadrons we
expect the average multiplicity to grow logarithmically with
the available energy, with somewhat more particles In free
quark decays (eq. (53))» Hence we will assume

n M - y m.
< n > - ln( )

(55)
where M is the mass of the decaying hadron, nij are the "current
algebra" masses of the final state quarks and n Is the number
of quarks (or dlquarks) in the final state. The constants c,

should be determined experimentally, a good
representation of D and B meson decay multiplicities is

and

obtained with c1 4.5 and co • 1.05 OeV. For convenience we

use a Gaussian decay multiplicity distribution of the form
.2

fn(n) dn = exp( -
(n - nq/4 -c)'

2c ) dn (56)
(n rounded off to nearest Integer, n>2, n<10).

Once the multiplicity n of a decay has been determined, our
model gives the flavour of the hadrons In a way very similar to
the scheme discussed In chapters 3 and H. Consider e.g. a weak
decay giving four primary quarks q,, cjg, Qo and q. A pair
qhCU (here qj. may also be an antldlquark as usual) Is now
created, with equal probability In either of the three colour
fields associated with the Q decay products (whereas the
spectator quark q Is assumed to be less energetic and not
produce a Jet of Its own). The pair Is pulled apart to give a
hadron, either q^cu, QnQ? or ^i^ii* leav*nS behind a new
state with four quarks. This procedure is iterated n-2 times,
the final two hadrons being obtained by a random combination of
the quarks then left. The hadrons created according to this
quark Jet picture are however then, following the arguments
above, given momenta according to phase space [33J only.

For semileptonic decays of charm and bottom hadrons, the energy
in the final state qq or qqq system is usually so low that at
most one extra slow pion could be produced, which would hardly
be discernible from plons produced in secondary decays. We
therefore only take into account three-particle decays
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H

Here H Is the decaying heavy hadron and h Is the product. Phase

space only would not suffice here, since the e~ and u~ will

give rise to energy spectra reflecting the primary decay,

little disturbed by final state Interactions and secondary

decays, contrary to the case for hadrons. Instead the momentum

distribution is determined by a matrix element [34J

2M | (p p
H A

(p p )
h

If the decaying heavy quark Q is a charge +2/3 one and

2
M (P P

H
) (P P )

X" h

(58)

(59)
if it is a charge -1/3 one.

to

Ik

For hadrons containing a t, 1 or h quark the decay scheme Is

simpler. Both In hadronlc and semlleptonlc decays the decay

products are distributed according to the relevant matrix

element; eq. (58) or eq. (59), with H -»• Q and h •» q, i.e. with

the spectator mass subtracted off. In effect one may wish to

subtract a bit more than the spectator quark mass, to take Into

account that the energy available In the decay is really the Q

"current algebra" rather than the constituent mass. In

principle the qi52 P
a l r ln hadronic decays in eq. (53) is a

colour singlet (since it comes from the W exchanged) and q~q

another colour singlet, but there is a certain probability for

a colour rearrangement via soft gluon exchange so that the

singlets become qj<i and Qo^* We t a k e t n l s probability to be

1/2, corrrespondlng to a complete loss of Initial order, but

this is a free parameter in the program. This way two or, for

semlleptonlc decays, one well defined Jet system Is obtained.

The system containing the spectator quark will often have a

mass too small to allow it to fragment like a jet system. In

these cases one single particle is formed with a momentum

vector corresponding to the sum of the two quark momenta. Since

the energy of this particle then will come out wrong, the

momenta of the other Jets or leptons ln the decay are modified

slightly to obtain total energy conservation. For hadronic

decays where the Invariant mass of the system not containing

the spectator quark Is too small, which is a rather rare
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occurence, the choice is rejected and a new setup of quark
momenta Is found.

5.5» Other Decays

The hadronic decays
hadronic decays of c
replaced by n /ft +

of the heavy x lepton are treated as the
and b hadrons,* except that n is

1

No

n /ft + n /2 in eqs. (55) and (56), where nq p p
corresponds to the existence of a v in the final state,
particular care is thus taken with the v energy spectrum. For
the leptonlc decays, we use the relevant matrix element

I M |2 = (p p ) (p p )
T vl X \ (60)

Correspondingly the decays of the hypothetical X lepton is
treated according to the same scheme as for top and heavier
hadrons, but with the matrix element similar to eq. (60).

The J/T and the v decay predominantly via gluons, but the
energies are BO low that no Jet structure can result. We will
instead use a simple phase space model, with the same particle
generation scheme as outlined for c and b hadron decays. The
original qq pair needed In that formalism Is taken just like
any random flavour generated in jet fragmentation. The average
multiplicity is not necessarily the same as in eq. (55), in
fact we choose

M - y m1
c • c. ln( ) + c0

1 C2 3 (61)
with c, and c~ as above and c, • -1. to obtain a smooth Joining
to a gg Jet system at higher energies. For J/T the leptonic
channels are also Included.

The higher n states (nb» nt» •••) decay predominantly into gg
systems, which then fragment as usual. Corresponding vector
meson states decay Into ggg systems. The matrix element for
this is implemented in tlOj, which should be used for "onium"
physics. Here they are just listed as decaying Into two gluons.
The T states form an unfortunate middle ground, too high for
phase space models and too low for the development of three
clearcut gluon Jets, and there Is no simple solution to this
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within the Lund model. Since phase space models occasionally
are used for comparison purposes, this Is the decay given In
the present paper. Obviously some admixture of, or complete
replacement with, gg decays could also be tried.

Decay probabilities for Z and W~ to quarks and leptons are
given, but it should be remembered that gluon bremsstrahlung
will modify the simple two-jet picture of hadronic decays and
that angular distributions usually are desired for comparisons

with experiments. Such programs, where the exchange of y/Z or
+

W~ are explicitly taken into account for specific processes,
are presented e.g. in [10,11J. Also decay probabilities for the
Hlggs H are Included under the assumption that the H mass is
above the bb threshold. On the other hand the mass Is probably
so low that gloun radiation can be neglected. Since Hlggs
particles have no spin and thus decay lsotroplcally in their CM
frame, the problems of production and decay of H completely
separate, In contradistinction to the Z and W cases.

6. The Program Components

Below we describe the different elements in the program. These
basically are of three kinds :

1. physics subprograms for jet fragmentation and particle
decays;

2. service subprograms for specifying initial jet/particle
configuration and reading out the resulting event;

3. commonblock8 containing the event record, parameter values
and particle data.

In any actual run, the main program is supplied by the user.
Here he may
1. change default parameter values if desired;
2. specify Initial Jet/particle configuration;
3. have the resulting jet fragmentation and particle decay

chain simulated;
4. study the event obtained.

No initializations are necessary (except for what Is Implied by
the BLOCK DATA subprogram).
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The program Is written In FORTH All 77. The only nonstandard

feature Is our use of a random number generator RANP giving

numbers R with uniform probability distribution In the Interval

O<R<1. If a suitable random) number generator Is available under

another name, a function RANP calling this generator should be

created. Obviously, the compiler should not optimise RANP out

of DO loops etc. Por LULIST we assume a"" standard output file

with logical rile number 6.

To avoid unnecessary name clashes and to help the user

distinguish the c o—anda to the Lund Honte Carlo, subroutine,

function and commonblock names have been standardised. Hence

almost all these names begin with LU, the exceptions being that

real functions begin with UL and that the two functions KLO and

PLU have X and P first to emphasise their relationship with

these two matrices In the LUJETS commonblock.

6.1. Flavour Codes and the Event Record

Each new event generated Is In Its entirety stored In the

commonblock LUJETS, which hence foras the event record. Here

each jet or particle that appears at some stage of the

fragmentation and decay chain will occupy one line In the

matrices. The different components In this line will tell which

Jet/particle It Is, from where It originates. Its present

status (fragmented/decayed or not) and momentum, energy and

mass for It. For some specific applications extra lines may be

used to represent other kinds of Information. Before specifying

precisely how the event record Is organised, we will comment on

some components, In particular the Jet/particle codes which

also are used In other connections.

For the classification of Jet and particle flavours two related

codes exist, the IFL and the KF codes. Both assign Integer

numbers to the different objects In a unique way* Short lists

for the most used codes are given In Appendix 1, a complete

documentation Is available using LULIST.
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The IPL code Is used to characterize partons, I.e. gluons,
quarks and dlquarks. Quarks are given by numbers between 1 and
8, with l=u, 2»d, 3-s, i»=c, 5*b, 6»t, 7-1 and 8=h, while 0*g.
Dlquark numbers lie between 11 and 88 and are constructed by
adding two quark numbers, one multiplied by 10, e.g. ll=uu,,
22asdd,. When combining two different quarks, the larger of the
two possible numbers Is used to represent the spin 1
combination and the smaller the spin 0 one, e.g. 21«udj,
12»udQ. Antlquarks and antldlquarks are given by corresponding
negative numbers, e.g. -l«u, -21»ud,.

The KF code Is used mainly to characterize particles :
pseudoscalar and vector mesons, octet and decuplet baryons,
leptons and Intermediate vector bosons. As examples 1«Y, 7=e~,
9-|i~, 17"« , 18»K , 11«p. Again antlpartlcles, where existing,
are given by corresponding negative numbers, e.g. -17=*~«

For Internal calculations and for specifying Initial Jet
configurations the IFL code Is *used. However, In the event
record, and also e.g. In decay data, jets and particles are
mixed. In these cases the KF code Is used, extended also to
Include Jets. This Is done by adding 500 to the IFL code for
non-negative IFL values and -500 for negative IFL, e.g. 500»g,
501-u, 521»udj, -501-u. Also, KF numbers larger than 600 are
used In the event record to distinguish lines of extra
Information.

Another piece of Information In the event record Is the status
code KS. Here 0 or 1 are used for Jets/particles which have not
fragmented/decayed, while 2 or 3 is uöed for those that have.
Hence, initially the original Jet/par-,lcle configuration will
have KS 0 or 1, but as the fragmentation/decay proceeds, these
tii.ll %et 2 or 3 at the same time as the products appear with 0
or 1, so that in the end only stable particles remain with 0 or
1.

The use of four different values rather than two is to remove
an ambiguity in the definition of colour singlet jet systems.
In such a system, with the Jets ordered the way the colour flux
is assumed to go (for a gluon-only system the flow is taken to
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go on from the last jet to the first one to form a closed
loop), all but the last one should have KS*1 (which becomes 3
after fragmentation) to signify that the end of the system has
not been reached. The last jet of a system, jets which are not
assumed to form part of a system and particles all have KS=0 (2
after fragmentation/decay). Without this convention, four
consecutive gluons could either be treated as one colour
singlet or as two.

Also other KS values are defined. To represent beam or target
particles for documentation purposes, a code 4 should be used,
while 5 fills the same function for virtually exchanged
particles in the primary interaction. A line with KS«6 is used
to store extra information for hadron jets, while 7 Indicates
extra Information for particles when using the soft gluon
simulation option.

For each jet/particle, the line number of the immediate
precursor (the parent) in the fragmentation/decay chain is
stored. This way the complete event history can be studied.
Note however that in the Lund model the relevant objects that
fragment are not the partons but the strings between them.
Hence a central particle (i.e. not containing any of the
original partons) could be assigned to either of two Jets. The
actual Jet number used in this case refers to the side of the
string on which the particle was formed in the LUSYSJ routine.
This number hence may be of little practical use, but in our
belief reflects a basic uncertainty in nature.

COMMON /LUJETS/ N,K(250,2),P(250,5)
N : is the number of lines in the K and P matrices occupied by

the current event. N is continuously updated as definition
of the original configuration and fragmentation and decays
proceed.

K(I,1) : (KI) contains status and history information about the
entry in the I:th line. It is of the form KI-1000'KS+KH,
where KS is the status code outlined above and KH is the
line number where the parent is stored (also see comment
above). Note that KH«0 for the original Jets/particles, and
also that all KH will be set 0 in LUEDIT calls.
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K(I,2) : (KF) contains the KP flavour code for particles and

jets, see above and Appendix 1.
P(I,1), P(I,2), P(I,3) : (PX, PY, PZ) the Jet/particle momentum

vector (px,P ,PZ) in GeV/c.

P(I,4) : (PE) the jet/particle energy E in GeV.
P(I,5) : (PM) the jet/particle mass m in GeV/c2.
Remark : for lines with extra information, KS=6 or 7, P(I,1)-

P(I,5) are given special meanings which Jlffer from the
ones used above.
For KS^ö, used in connection with hadron jets

(corresponding to K(I,2) between 601 and 688)
P(I,1), P(I,2) : X, and line number for particle containing

J-quark (0. if no J-quark).
P(I,3), P(I,4) : ditto for I-quark.

P(I,5) : unused (set to 0.).
For KS»7, used in connection with soft gluon simulation
(corresponding to K(I,2) - 700)
P(I,1), P(I,2) : z and z_ coordinates for vertex to the

right (+ side) of particle..
P(I,3), P(I,4) : ditto for vertex to the left (- side) of

particle.
P(I,5) : unused (set to 0.).

6.2. Definition of Initial Configuration

With the use of the conventions presented above, It Is possible
to' specify any initial Jet/particle configuration in the
commonblock LUJETS. In general jets and particles may be mixed
at will. Jets forming part of the same colour singlet system,
however, should be ordered the way the colour flux is assumed
to go. A single system may not consist of more than ten jets.
Also, minimum invariant masses between two adjacent partons
(i.e. partons connected with a string) are both physically
motivated and necessary in order that the fragmentation
routines should work. This demand is expressed in eq. (46). The
further requirement of a minimum transverse momentum for each
gluon with respect to the two adjacent partons, eq. (49),
should also be fulfilled.
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To simplify the specification of Initial configuration, a few
subroutines are available for standard tasks. Several calls can
be combined In the specification. In case one call Is enough,
the whole fragmentation/decay chain may be simulated at the
same time. At each call, the value of N Is updated to the last
line used for information in the call, so that if several calls
are used, they should be made with Increasing IP values, or
else N should be redefined by hand afterwards.

SUBROUTINE LUPART(IP,KP,PE,THE,PHI)

Purpose : to add one particle to the event record.
IP : line number for the particle. If IP»0, line number 1 is

used and LUEXEC is called.
KF : particle flavour code.
PE : particle energy. If PE is smaller than the mass of the

particle, e.g. PE=0., the particle is taken to be at rest.
THE, PHI : polar and azimuthal angle for the momentum vector of

the particle.

SUBORUTINE LU1JET(IP,IPL,IPLJ,IPLI,PE,THE,PHI)

Purpose : to add one quark, gluon, diquark or hadron Jet to the
event record.

IP : line number for the Jet. If IP»0, line 1 is used and
LUEXEC is called. If IP<0, line -IP is used, and the status
code KS for this line becomes 1 instead of 0. Hence,
although this routine is primarily intended for specifying
independent Jets, a Jet system may be built up by filling
all but the last Jet of the system with IP<0. If IPLJ or
IPLI nonzero, two lines will be used to define the Jet, the
second with status code KS-6 and meaning as described
above.

IPL : flavour code for the leading quark, gluon or diquark.

IPLJ : flavour code for J-quark in leading diquark. IPLJ»0
should be used for gluon or quark Jets, and also for
dlquarks when the two quarks in It are assumed to be the J-
quark with equal probability.

IFLI : flavour code for I-quark in hadron Jet, IFLI-0 if not a
hadron Jet.

PE : Jet energy.
THE, PHI : polar and azimuthal angles for the momentum vector
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of the jet.

SUBROUTINE LU2JET(IP,IFL1,IFL2,ECM)
Purpose : to add a two-jet system to the event record.
IP : line number for the first jet, with second In line IP+1.

If IP«0, lines 1 and 2 are used and LUEXEC Is called.
IFL1, IFL2 : flavour codes for the two Jets.
ECM : (»W) the total energy of the system.
Remark : the system Is given In the CM frame, with the first

jet going out In the +z direction.

SUBROUTINE LU3JET(IP,IFL1,IFL3,ECM,X1,X3)
Purpose : to add a three-jet system to the event record.
IP : line number for the first Jet, with second In line IP+1

and third In IP+2. If IP-0, lines 1 through 3 are used and
LUEXEC Is called.

IFL1, IFL3 : flavour codes for the first and the third Jet,

while the middle one always Is a gluon.
ECM : (*W) the total energy of the system.
XI, X3 : x *2E /W, i.e. twice the energy fractions taken by the

l:th Jet.
Remark : the system Is given In the CM frame, in the xz-plane,

with the first jet going out In the +z direction and the
third one having p > 0.

SUBROUTINE LU4JET(IP,IFL1 ,IFL2,IFL3,IFLl»,ECM,Xl ,X2,X4 ,X12,X]i»)
Purpose : to add a four-Jet system (or, for IFL2 nonzero, two

two-Jet systems) to the event record.
IP : line number for the first Jet,with the second in line

IP+1, third in IP+2 and fourth in'IP+3. if IP-0, lines 1

through 1 are used and LUEXEC is called.
IFL1, IFL2, IFL3, IFL4 ; flavour codes for the four Jets (note

that either both IFL2 and IFL3 are zero or none are)*
ECM : («W) the total energy of the system.
XI, X2, XI : xi-2E1/W, i.e. twice the energy fraction taken by

the i:th Jet.
X12, X14 : x n " 2 P i P y w 1#e» twice the four-vector prouduct of

the momenta for Jets 1 and J, properly normalized.
Remark : the system is given in the CM frame, with the first

Jet going out in the +z direction and the fourth Jet lying
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In the xz-plane with p > 0. The second Jet will have p >
0 and p < 0 with equal probability with the third Jet
balancing this p (this corresponds to a random choice
between the two possible stereolsomers).

6.3. Routines to Study an Event

After a call to LUEXEC, the event generated Is stored in the
LUJETS commonblock, as described above. Hence, whatever
physical variable is desired may be constructed from the
information stored there. Via the functions KLU and PLU the
values of some frequently appearing variables may be obtained
directly. Also some other facilities are available, to rotate
or boost an event, to throw away unwanted jets/particles from
the event record or to list an event or particle or Jet data.

PUNCTION KLU(I,J)

Purpose : to provide various Integer-valued event data. Note
that some of the options available (in particular I>0, J=4-
7) which refer to event history will not work after a
LUEDIT call.

1*0, J= : properties referring to the complete event.
=1 : N, total number of lines in event record.
=2 : total number of Jets/particles remaining after

fragmentation/decay.
=3 : three times the total charge of remaining (stable)
Jets/particles.

»M : total number

have fragmented.
I>0, J= : properties

the event record.
*] : K(I,1) Jet/particle status and history.
»2 : K(I,2) Jet/particle KP code.
•3 : three times Jet/particle charge.
»1» : origin, i.e. position of parent («KH).
=5 : generation number. Beam particles (KS«1) or virtual
particles (KS«5) are generation 0, original Jets/particles
generation ] and then 1 is added for each step in the
fragmentation/decay chain.

of Jets in event, I.e. also those that

referring to the entry in line no. I of
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»6 : line number of ancestor, I.e. predecessor in first
generation (generation 0 entries are disregarded).

-7 : rank of a hadron In the jet It belongs to. Rank denotes
an ordering In flavour space, with hadrons containing the
original flavour of the Jet having rank 1, Increasing by 1
for each step away in flavour ordering. All decay product
inherit the rank of their parent. Whereas the meaning of a
first rank hadron Is always well-defined, the definition of
higher ranks Is only unique for Independently fragmenting
quark jets. In other cases, rank refers to the ordering In
the actual simulation.

»8 : particle KF code for particles, but 0 for Jets, extra
lines etc.

-9 : Jet IFL code for Jets, but 1000 for particles, extra
lines etc. (not 0, since 0=g!).

»10 : flavour KF code for Jets/particles, but 0 for extra
lines etc.

»11 : flavour KF code for stable entries, 0 otherwise.

»12 : flavour KF code fort stable entries excepting
neutrinos, 0 otherwise.

»13 : flavour KF code for charged stable entries, 0
otherwise.

FUNCTION PLU(I,J)
Purpose : to provide various real-valued event data. Note that

some of the options available (I>0, J-20-25) will not work
if a LUROBO call is made after the LUEXEC one, and are
primarily Intended for studies of systems in their CM
frame.

1-0, J- : properties referring to the complete event.

-]-5 : sum of p , p , p , E and m, respectively, of the
stable remaining entries.

-6 : ditto for the electric charge.

I>0, J- : properties referring to the entry in line no. I of
the event record.

i.e. p .-1-5 : P(I,1)-P(I,5),
Jet/particle.

-6 : electric charge q.
-7 :
•8 : momentum p

V V E and m for

2 2 2 2
momentum squared p • Px

+Py
+P2'
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2 2 2=9 : transverse momentum squared p«. » p +p .& A y
=10 : transverse momentum p..

2 2 2 2
= 11 : transverse mass squared m«. « m +p +p .

x* A y
-12 : transverse mass m..

x»

= 13-H : polar angle 9 in radians or degrees, respectively.

=15-16 : azlmuthal angle t In radians or degrees,

respectively.

=17 : true rapidity Y = 0.5*ln((E+p *)/(E-pw)).
z . z

=18 : rapidity Y obtained by assuming that the particle Is

a plon when calculating the energy E to be used in the

formula above from the (measured) momentum p.

=19

=20

initial jet/particle configuration

=21 : xp=2pz/W (Peynman-x if system is studied in CM frame).

=22 : xfc=2pt/W.

=23 : xE=2E/W.

=21 : z =(E+p

=25 : 2 =(E-pn

pseudorapidi ty n=0.5 * In((p+p,)/(p-p,)).

: momentum fraction x *2p/W, where W is total energy of

SUBROUTINE LUROBO(THE,PHI,BEX,BEY,BEZ)

Purpose : to perform rotations and Lorentz boosts (In that

order, if both In the same call) of Jet/particle momenta.

THE, PHI : standard polar coordinates 9, * giving the direction

of a momentum vector initially along the +z axis.

BEX, BEY, BEZ : gives the direction and size p of a Lorentz

boost, such that a particle Initially at rest will have

p/E=p afterwardB.

Remark : all entries 1 through N corresponding to status codes

KS<6 are affected by the transformations, unless lower and

upper bounds are explicitly given by MST(l) and MST(2).

SUBROUTINE LUEDIT(MEDIT)

Purpose : to exclude unstable or undetectable particles from

the event record.

MEDIT» : tells which entries are to be thrown away.

»0 : lines with status code KS 1 or larger are thrown away,

I.e. beam or target particles, and lines with extra

information.

»1 : In addition all Jets/particles that have
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decayed/fragmented are thrown away.

=2 : also all neutrinos are thrown away.

»3 : all remaining uncharged entries are thrown away,

leaving only charged, stable particles.

Remark : the Jets/particles remaining are compressed in the

beginning of the LUJETS commonblock and the value of N Is

updated accordingly* In a LUEDIT call the event history Is

lost, all KH=0 afterwards.

is

Id

Im

SUBROUTINE LULIST(MLIST)

Purpose : to list an event, jet or particle data or current

parameter values. The range of the listing may be limited

from the default values by the use of MST(l) and MST(2).

MLIST» : determines what is to be listed.

•0 : gives a list of current event record : particles and

Jets with origin, current status, momentum, energy and

mass. In a Jet name, characters 1-4 represent the parton

content : quarks U, D, S, C, B, T, L, H, gluon 6, dlquarks

the two quark flavours and •spin, A for antlquarks and

antldlquarks. Characters 5-7 are JET and the last one is P

for Jets that have fragmented and blank otherwise. In a

particle name, characters 1-4 contains a short form of the

name, with a 0 sometimes added for particles that are their

own antiparticle8 (« , p ), while 5-7 contains a B for

antlpartlcles and the value of the charge (++, +, 0, -, — )

for particles not their own antlpartlcles. Finally,

character 8 is a D for particles that have decayed and

blank otherwise. Beam and target particles are denoted by a

B In position 8 and virtually exchanged particles by a V.

Lines with extra Information for J- and I-quarks gives the

J-quark flavour In positions 1-2 followed by JQ and the I-

quark flavour in positions 5-6 followed IQ. Lines with

extra vertex information for soft gluon treatment are

denoted by VERTEX. For the last two categories the

customary momentum and energy information Is of course

replaced by the relevant information stored In the LUJETS

commonblock.

«1 : Is equivalent to MLIST»0, except that an extra line is

added at the end. This line gives total charge, momentum,

energy and mass of all stable entries, and hence serves as
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an easy check whether energy-momentum-flavour was conserved
in the hadronlzatlon.

=2 : is equivalent to MLIST=0, except that the MST(3) lines
following after line N are listed as they stand, i.e.
without converting K(I,1) and K(I,2) to flavour codes etc.
This may be used to store and display information not
properly part of the event record.

=3 : provides a list of all particle*'and decay data used in
the program. Lines with particle data contain the KF code,
the particle and antlparticle (where appropriate) names,
the KTYP values (for description see coramonblock LUDAT2),
mass, width and maximum broadening. Each decay channel
(IDC) also gets one line, for particles 1-100 immediately
following the particle data line, above 100 lumped together
after each group of related particles. This line contains
the decay channel number, matrix element type, branching
ratio and decay products. The listing of the latter follow
the same conventions for particle and jet names as outlined
above, with three additional possibilities. SPECJET
represents a spectator Jet in the weak decay of a hadron
(KF=59O), QRAJET a q Jet (according to'usual mixture) used
in phase space models (KF«59") and QBRAJET the
corresponding q (KF=592).

=1 : gives a list of all jet flavours. Each line contains
the IFL and the KF flavour codes, the parton and antiparton
name, the KTYP value, constituent and "current algebra"
masses and width and maximum broadening.

=5 : gives a list of current parameter values for MST, PAR,
FPAR and DPAR. This Is useful to keep check of which
default paramenter values were changed in a given run.

6.*J. The Physics Routines

The physics routines form a major part of the program, but once
the initial Jet /particle configuration has been specified and
default parameter values changed if so desired, only a LUEXEC
call is necessary to simulate the whole fragmentation and decay
chain. We will therefore only give a rather brief overview.
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SUBROUTINE LUEXEC

Purpose : to administrate the fragmentation and decay chain.
LUEXEC may be called several times, but only entries which
have not yet been treated (i.e. have KS 0 or 1) are
affected by further calls. This may apply if more
jets/particles have been added by the user or If particles
previously considered stable are now allowed to decay.

SUBROUTINE LUONEJ(IP)

Purpose : to generate the fragmentation of a single Jet :

quark, gluon, dlquark or hadron. Jets of course never
appear alone, but It Is sometimes a useful approximation.
LUONEJ Is also used to simulate models with Independently
fragmenting jets.

SUBROUTINE LUSYSJ(IP)
Purpose : to generate the fragmentation of an arbritrary colour

singlet jet system consisting of up to ten jets, according
to the Lund model. The only limitation is the requirement
for certain minimum Invariant masses for adjacent partons
along the colour chain, as described above.

SUBROUTINE LUDECY(IP)
Purpose : to perform a particle decay, essentially In one of

three ways :
according to particle tables Into fixed final states for
ordinary hadrons;
according to a phase space model for charm and bottom;
into new Jet systems for top and beyond.

SUBROUTINE LUIPLD(IPL1,IPL2,IPL3,IPL1,KP)
Purpose : to generate a quark or diquark flavour and to combine

it with an existing flavour to give a hadron. Due regard
should be taken to probabilities for u : d : s : dlquark
production, vector : pseudoscalar ratio for mesons, SU(6)
factors for baryons, etc.

IPL1 : existing flavour, quark or dlquark, which is to be
Included in the hadron created.

IFL2 : J-quark flavour to be Included in hadron, 0 if no J-
quark.
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IFL3 : I-quark flavour or, for final hadron (In the Joining in
the center of e.g. a qq system), remaining flavour to be
included In hadron, 0 if no such flavour. This means that
when IFL3*0 the flavour content of the hadron is fully
given by IFLl, IFL2 and IFL3 without the need for a new
flavour IFW.

IFLl» ; the new quark or dlquark flavour generated, 0 If IFL3*0.

KF : the new hadron generated (from IFLl, IFL2, IFL3 and IFL4),
if 0 signalling that SU(6) weighting for baryon Including
J-quark failed.

Note : a "dlquark" may appear In three different situations :
I) a dlquark created In the field, for which one of IFLl,
IFL3 and IFLl > 10 and IFL2 « 0;

II) a LJ-dlquark found In a baryon or dlquark jet when the
L- and J-quarks go into the first rank hadron, for which
IFLl > 10 is the LJ-flavour and IFL2 > 0 the J-flavour; or
III) a baryon or dlquark Jet where the L- and J-quarks do
not enter the same hadron, for which IFLl < 10 Is the
remnant quark of the L-quark fragmentation and IFL2 > 0 the
J-flavour.
If a SU(6) weighting falls In case 1) a'new flavour IFL4 Is
generated (no weighting is however performed if IFL3 is the
dlquark, since this corresponds to situations where we have
no freedom left), while if it fails in cases 11) or 111) we
put KF = 0 to signal that the Jet has to be generated anew.
The SU(6) weights in case 11) are larger than in case 111)
since In the former case two quarks already are In a
dlquark state.

FUNCTION ULMASS(MMASS,KF)
Purpose : to give the mass for a particle or parton.
MMASS* : determines the kind of mass to return.

*0 : particle masses or parton constituent masses, according
to standard KF code, without any mass broadening.
•1 : ditto, but with mass broadening If allowed (see KTYP
and MST(8)).

•2 : parton constituent masses, according to IFL code, with
mass broadening If allowed.

•3 ' parton "current algebra" masses, according to IFL code,
with mass broadening if allowed.
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SUBROUTINE LUPTDI(IFL,PX,PY)

Purpose : to give transverse momentum, e.g. for a quark-

antlquark pair formed In the field, according to

Independent Gaussian distributions.

I PL : flavour of the quark stretching the field out of which

the q'q' pair Is created with a pt to be simulated, the

magnitude being given by PAR(7). The IPL value Is of

Importance only when PAR(8)*1. Also some special IFL values

are Implemented. If MST(10)-l and IFL-93 then the leading

quark In a single jet or the leading quarks In a qq event

are assigned a p., for PAR(9)*1 equal to the fragmentation

p . While this p. contribution Is shared equally between

the L- and J-quarks of a leading dlquark, these quarks may

also be given a relative momentum (corresponding to an

Internal Fermi motion), the magnitude of which Is specified

by PAR(IO), and which Is obtained by putting IPL-91».

FUNCTION ULZDIS(IFL1,IPL3)

Purpose : to generate the longitudinal scaling variable z In

Jet fragmentation, either according to the Lund (except for

the r-factor) or to an extended Pleld-Peynman recipe. Also

to generate x, and x. In hadron jets.

SUBROUTINE LUIPLV(KP,IFLA,IPLB,IFLC,KSP)

Purpose : to give the quark content and spin for a particle

with KP>100.

KF* : particle flavour code.

IFLA, IFLB, IPLC : quark flavours In decreasing order (I.e.

heaviest quark first) with IFLOO'for meson.

KSP» : particle spin classification.

"0 : pseudoscalar (I.e. spin 0) meson.

•1 : vector (I.e. spin 1) meson.

•2 : spin 1/2 baryon with two lighter or two equal quarks In

a spin 1 state ("E-like" baryons).

«3 : spin 1/2 baryons with two lighter quarks In a spin 0

state ("A-llke" baryons).

•4 : spin 3/2 baryon.

FUNCTION LUCHOE(KF)
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Purpose : to give three times the charge for a particle or jet

flavour (the factor 3 Is so that also partons are

represented by Integer numbers).

SUBROUTINE LUNAME(KF.CHAU)

Purpose : to Give names. I.e. character strings corresponding

to the RF code for particles, jets and lines with extra

Information.

FUNCTION ULANGL(X.Y)

Purpose : to calculate the angle from the x and y coordinates.

BLOCK DATA LUDATA

Purpose : to give default values for variables In the LUDAT

commonblocks.

6.5» Information In the Commonblocks

The four commonblocks LUDAT1, LUDAT2, LUDAT3 and LUDAT* contain

a wealth of parameters and particle data. All are given

sensible default values In the LUDATA subprogram, below

Indicated by (D*...). These values may be changed by the user

to modify the behaviour of the program. In some cases several

parameters are Interrelated, making their use somewhat more

tricky.

COMMON /LUDAT1/ MST(20),PAR(20),FPAR(*0)

Purpose : to give access to a number of status codes and

parameters which regulate the performance of the program as

a whole.

MST(l), MST(2) : (D*0,0, I.e. Inactive) can be used to replace

the ordinary lower and upper limits (normally 1 and N) for

the action of LUROBO, LUEDIT and LULIST calls. Note that

these parameters are also used Internally, so that they

are reset to 0 In LUEXEC calls.

MST(3) : (D*0) number of lines with extra Information added

after line N. Is reset to 0 In LUEXEC calls.

MSTCO» : (D«i) choice of longitudinal fragmentation functions,

I.e. how large a fraction of the energy available a newly-
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created hadron takes.
»1 : Lund scheme, I.e. flat fragmentation function + r
factors + colllnear gluon effects.

"2 : Pleld-Peynman parametrlzatlon extended also to heavier
quarks (see PPAR(ll)-(l8)).

MST(5)= : (D=l) choice of fragmentation scheme.
m0 : no Jet fragmentation at all.
=1 : colour singlet jet systems are generated using the Lund
model, for single Jets all particles generated are kept.

«2 : all Jets are assumed to be Independently fragmenting,
and primary hadrons moving backwards with respect to the
Jet direction are thrown away. Gluon jet fragmentation
according to the Lund model for single gluon Jets. No
explicit energy-momentum-flavour conservation for Jet
systems.

•3 : as MST(5)»2, but a gluon Is assumed to fragment like a
quark Jet, with initial flavour u, d, 8 (or ditto
antiquark) according to customary probabilities.

•4 : as MST(5)»3, but if Rield-Feynman fragmentation
functions are used (MST(H)=2) "the gluon will fragment
softer than an ordinary quark Jet (see FPAR(19)).

»5 : as MST(5)=2, but a gluon is assumed to fragment like a
pair of a quark and an antiquark Jet sharing the gluon
energy according to the Altarelli-Parisi splitting
functions, with quark flavour u, d, s according to
customary probabilities.

MST(6)« : (D»l) structure of leading dlquarks and hadron Jet

generation.
»0 : dlquarks always treated like a unit, I.e. both quarks
go Into same hadron.

sl : L- and J-quark may go Into separate hadrons.
•2-3 : as MST(6)»0-l, but stop generation for single Jets
when J- and/or I-quarks have all been included in hadrons.
(this speeds up hadron Jet generation when only the
distribution of original quarks Is of Interest.)

MST(7)« : (D»l) particle decays.

-0 : all particle decays are inhibited.
•1 : particles declared unstable In the IDB vector are
allowed to decay.

MST(8)- : (D-0) particle masses.
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=0 : discrete mass values are used»
=] : particles registered as having a mass width in the KTYP
vector are given a mass according to a truncated Breit-
Wigner shape.

MST(9)= : (D=0) parton/particle masses in filling routines

(LUPART, LU1JET, LU2JET, LU3JET, LU4JET).
=0 : find masses according to mass tables as usual.
=1 : keep the mass value stored in P(I,5)> whatever it is.
This may be used e.g. to describe kinematics with off-mass-
shell partons.

MST(20)= : (D=0) treatment of soft gluon effects in single jets
or in two-Jet qq events. Three-jet events etc. are not
affected by this, neither are single jets for MST(IO) > 2.
Note that the choice done here also has some bearing on the
value to choose for PAR(7).
=0 : no special soft gluon treatment.

=1 : endpoint quarks in single Jets or qq systems are given
transverse momenta, with the q and q of a qq system
obtaining opposite and compensating p.• The magnitude of
this p is normally the same as for the fragmentation p ,
but this can be modified with PAR(9).

=2 : a full treatment of soft gluon effects for qq jet
systems, summing up the contributions from a number of soft
gluons, see PPAR(31)-PPAR(3^). The recoil effect is shared
symmetrically between the two sides of the Jet system
(relevant e.g. for e e" events).

«3 : as MST(10)»2, but the recoil effect is only taken up in
the forward (first Jet filled e.g. in LU2JET) direction
(relevant e.g. for leptoproduction events).

MST(11)-MST(20) : unused at present.

PAR(l) : (D=O.O75) is P(qq)/P(q), the suppression of dlquark-
antidiquark pair production in the field compared to quark-
antlquark production.

PAR(2) : (D=0.3) is P(s)/P(u), the suppression of s quark pair
production in the field compared to u or d pair production.

PAR(3) : (D-0.2) is (P(us)/P(ud))/(P(s)/P(d)), the extra
suppression of strange diquark production compared to the
normal suppression of strange quarks.
) : (D=0.05) is (l/3)P(udj)/P(udQ), the suppression of

spin 1 diquarks compared to spin 0 ones (excluding the
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the Gaussian p and p
given to the L- and J-

factor 3 coming from spin counting).

PAR(5) : (D=0.5) is the probability that a meson has spin 1

(1-PAR(5) is probability for spin 0).
PAR(6) : (D-l.) Is an extra suppression factor multiplying the

ordinary SU(6) weight for spin 3/2 baryons, and hence a
means to break SU(6) In addition to the dynamical breaking

implied by PAR(2), PAR(3) and PAR(4)).
PAR(7) : (D«0.44 GeV/c) corresponds to the width in the

Gaussian p and p distributions for primary hadrons.x y
PAR(8) : (D=l.) corresponds to a string constant a factor

PAR(8) higher for breakups closest to a heavy quark (charm
and beyond), influencing the rate of s quark and baryon
production and the mean p. •

PAR(9) : (D»l.) gives, multiplied by PAR(7), the width of the
Gaussian p and p distributions to be used for leadingx . y —

quarks in single Jets or qq systems when simulating soft

gluon effects (i.e. MST(IO) - 1).

PAR(IO) : (D=0.) gives the width of
distributions for the opposite p
quarks of a leading LJ-diquark.

PAR(11)-PAR(l8) : unused at present.
PAR(19) : will after a LUEXEC call contain the total energy W

of all first generation Jets/particles, to be used by the
PLU function for I>0, J-20-25.

PAR(20) : u » 3.11159....
FPAR(l) : (D-0.1 GeV) gives the remaining W below which the

generation of single jets is stopped (it is chosen < m so
It

that no hadrons moving in the forward direction are
missed).

FPAR(2) : (D»l. GeV) is, with quark' masses added, used to
define the minimum allowable energy for a quark-antiquark
jet system or subsystem (for antlquark one may of course
also read dlquark etc.).

FPAR(3)-FPAR(l») : (D-1.0, 1.5 GeV) are, together with quark
masses, used to define the remaining energy below which the
fragmentation of a Jet system Is stopped. The two different
alternatives refer to the Lund and the Field-Feynman
fragmentation functions (see MST(H)).

FPAR(5) : (D-2.) represents the dependence on the mass of the
final quark pair for defining the stopping point of the
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fragmentation.

FPAR(6) : (D=0.2) relative width of the smearing of the

stopping point energy.

FPAR(7) : (D=0.9) the maximum klnematical cuts allowed on the

z-range In Jet fragmentation.

FPAR(8) : (D=0.32) coefficient for asymmetry In the rapidity

ordering of the final two hadrons.

FPAR(9), FPAROO) : (D=0.5,0.8) power" In asymmetry In the

rapidity ordering of the final two hadrons. The two values

refer to the Lund and the Field-Feynman fragmentation

functions (see MST(*I)).

FPAR(ll) - FPARO8) : (D=3*O.77,5*O.) gives the shape of the

fragmentation functions In the Field-Feynman scheme for

different quark flavours. With c=FPAR(10+IFL) for a quark

IFL (for diquarks, the heavier of the quarks is used), the
2

fragmentation function is f (z)=l-c+3c(1-z) for 0<c<l and
—c

f(z)=(l-c)z for c<0 (i.e. the smaller the c, the more

peaked towards large z).

FPAR(19) : (D=l.) replaces FPAR(11)-FPAR(13) for the

fragmentation of a quark jet representing a gluon (see

FPAR(20) : (D=0.5) represents the softening of the z spectrum

from collinear gluon effects expected in the Lund model,

except for r-factors, giving the fragmentation function

f(z)=(]+c)(]-z)c where c=FPAR(20) for a u or d quark

fragmenting and successively smaller for heavier quarks.

FPAR(21), FPAR(22) : (D-l.,1.) is a parametrization of the J-

quark position in diquark and baryon jet fragmentation,

with k a normalization constant,f(Xj)=kXja(l-Xj)

a=FPAR(21) and b»FPAR(22).

FPAR(23), FPAR(24) : (D-0.,1.) is a corresponding

parametrization as above for the I-quark position in meson

Jet fragmentation, with Xj replaced by Xj.

FPAR(25), FPAR(26) : (D»0.,0.) is a corresponding

parametrization as above for the I-quark position in baryon

Jet fragmentation, with r, replaced by XT/XJ (since x, is

constrained by x,<x,).

FPAR(27) - FPAR(30) : unused at present.

FPAR(31) : (D»l.) is the maximum rapidity bin size used to sum

up soft gluon contributions in terms of one effective gluon
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for each bin; I.e. when the total rapidity range considered
Is divided Into a number of equally large bins, the bin
size Is chosen as large as possible with this constraint.

PPAR(32) : (D=2.8 OeV) corresponds to the MQ mass scale used In
matrix elements to separate hard gluons, explicitly taken
Into account, from the soft ones. Here It denotes the upper
limit for the soft gluon region to be summed up.

PPAR(33) : (D=l.) regulates how far out In rapidity soft gluon
effect are to be taken Into account, Ay.
ln(PPAR(33)*WVMQ). (This Is not a very
parameter, since soft gluons at the edges give a small
contribution to the total pfc of a particle.)

'tot
sensitive

PPAR(3i') (D=0.2) represents the effective first order strong
22

coupling constant o (Q ) to use in the soft gluon region.
s

PPAR(35) : (D=l.) is the effective rapidity range over which
the transverse momentum contribution from a soft gluon is
felt.

PPAR(36) - FPAR(iJO) : unused at present.
COMMON /LUDAT2/ KTYP(120),PMAS(120),PWID(60),KFR(80),CPR(40)
Purpose : to give access to a number of particle/parton data

and flavour treatment constants.
KTYP(l) - KTYP(108) : gives particle/quark charge and mass

width information. Arguments between 1 and 100 refer to
particles according to KF code, between 101 and 108 to Jets
according to 100+IPL.

Information is stored in form KTYP(...)«KTY1+1O'KTY2 where
KTY1* : 1B particle/quark type (related to charge).

*0 : neutral particle its own antiparticle.
«1 : negative particle.
=2 : neutral particle not its own antiparticle.
•3 : positive particle.

doubly positive particle.
-1/3 charge quark.
+2/3 charge quark.

Is a consecutive numbering of all particles/quarks
with a mas8 width, so that the relevant mass width
information is stored In PWID in positions 2*KTY2-1 and
2-KTY2.

KTYP(109) - KTYP(120) : unused at present.

•5

•6

KTY2
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PMAS(l) - PMAS(IOO) : particle masses for particles with KP
code 1-100.

PMAS(lOl) - PMAS(108) : quark constituent masses stored in
positions 100+IPL.

PMAS(109), PMAS(llO) : unused at present.
PMAS(lll), PMAS(112) : amount subtracted from the constituent

quark or dlquark masses, respectively, to obtain the
corresponding "current algebra" ones.

PMAS(113), PMAS(llM) : constant terms In the mass formulae for
heavy mesons and baryons, respectively.

PMAS(H5), PMAS(116) : factors which, together with Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients (see CFR(25)-CFR(35)) and quark
constituent masses, determine the mass splitting due to
spin-spin Interactions for heavy mesons and baryons,

2
respectively (the constant k of eq. (50) divided by m u ) .
The latter factor is also used for the splitting between
spin 0 and spin 1 diquark masses.

PMASO17) - PMAS(120) : unused at present.
PWID(l) - PWID(60) : stores width Information for particles (or

quarks) assumed to have a mass broadening. Por particles
having a nonzero KTY2 value in' the KTYP vector,
PWID(2'KTY2-1) Is the total width r of a symmetric Breit-
Wigner shape and PWID(2*KTY2) is the maximum deviation from
the PMAS mass value at which the Breit-Wigner shape is
truncated.

KPR(3) - KFR(8o) : describe the correspondence between a given
quark content (and particle spin) and the flavour KP code
for hadrons, and Is as such used In the two directions by
LU»tf and LUIPLV.

CFR(l) - CFR(12) : gives a parametrization of the uu - dd* -
ss flavour mixing for pseudoscalar and vector mesons.

CFRO3) - CFR(2iJ) : gives flavour SU(6) weights for the
production of a spin 1/2 or spin 3/2 baryon from a given
diquark-quark combination.

CPR(25) - CPR(35) : contain the quark spin-spin expectation
values <ö>'c.> for pseudoscalar and vector mesons and
spin 1/2 (E-like and A-llke) and spin 3/2 baryons, used In
the description of mass splittings of dlquarks and heavy
hadrons from spin effects.

CPR(36) - CFR(i»0) : unused at present.
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COMMON /LUDAT3/ DPAR(20),IDB(120),CBR(300),KDP(1200)

Purpose : to give access to particle decay data and parameters.
DPAR(l) - DPAR(IO) : give corrective factors to the weight

calculations for raultlpartlcle decay (1-8 for 3-10-particle
decay, 9 for u and • decay to three plons, 10 for
semlleptonlc decays).

DPAR(ll) - DPAR(13) : give the primary multiplicity
distribution In particle decays, specifically the constants
c., c and c. of eqs. (55) and (61).

DPAR(14) : minimum kinetic energy in phase space decays.
DPAR(15) : mass which, In addition to spectator quark or

dlquark mass, Is not assumed to partake In the weak decay
of a heavy quark (top and beyond) In a hadron.

DPAR(l6) : colour rearrangement probability In weak hadronlc
decays of heavy hadrons (top and beyond).

DPAR(17) - DPAR(20) : unused at present.
IDB(l) - IDB(120) : give the entry point Into the particle

decay data table. For stable particles IDB(...)=0, giving a
possibility to selectively Inhibit particle decays.
Arguments up to 100 refer to particle KF code, while heavy
hadrons (KF>100) are lumped together in position
76+5'IFL+KSP, with IFL the flavour of the heaviest quark in
the hadron and KSP spin classification as explained for
LUIFLV.

CBR(l) - CBR(300) : give cumulative branching ratios for the
different decay channels IDC.

KDP(l) - KDP(12C0) : contain the decay products in the
different channels, with four positions l»#IDC-3 to '»•IDC
reserved for each channel. The decay products are given
following the standard KF code for Jets and particles (see
Appendix 1).

In the first position, i»#IDC-3,
t 1000'MMAT (with sign chosen equal
sign) is Included with matrix
treatment information. Here MMAT* :

"0 : no special matrix element treatment, quarks and
particles are copied directly to event record with
momentum distributed according to phase space.

•1 : ii> and t decays Into three plons.

an additional term of
to the decay product

element and other decay
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-2 : phase space model for the production of particles
from the quarks available, used e.g. for hadronic
decays of charm and bottom.

=3 : semlleptonic decays for charm and bottom (and

leptonic for x ).
= Jl : heavy (top and beyond) quark or lepton weak decay
with quarks paired off into colour singlet systems.

COMMON /LUDATV CHAG(50),CHAF(100)

Purpose : to give access to character type variables.
CHAG(l) : blank.
CHAG(2) - CHAG(l8) : antlquark, gluon and quark flavour names

in positions CHAG(10+IFL).

CHAG(19) - CHAG(22) : some further codes related to Jets.
CHAG(23) - CHAG(3D : charge and particle/antiparticle

distinction.
CHAG(32) - CHAG(35) : spin classification for heavy hadrons

(KF>100).
CHAG(36) : status of entry (decayed/fragmented/beam

particle/virtual particle).
CHAG(37) - CHAG(i»0) : J- and I-quark and vertex entries.
CHAG(il) - CHAG(5O) : unused at present.
CHAF(l) - CHAF(IOO) : particle names (usually excluding charge)

according to KF code.

7» Examples on How To Use the Program

The Lund Monte Carlo is very versatile, but the price to be
paid for this is a large number of adjustable parameters and
switches for alternative modes of operation. These are
initially assigned sensible default values, so that the
beginner need not worry about them. Neither need he worry about
the detailed physics presented in chapters 2-5. The Monte Carlo
is built as a slave system, i.e. the user supplies the main
program, and from this the Monte Carlo subroutines are called
on to execute specific tasks, after which control is returned
to the main program. Below we give some examples of what type
of statements could appear In the main program*
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A 10 GeV u quark Jet going out along the +z axis Is generated
with

CALL LU1JET(O,1,0,0,10.,0.,0.)

Note that such a single Jet Is not required to conserve energy,
momentum or flavour» and that In addition the generation scheme
may give rise to particles with large, negative p . If MST(5)=2
primary hadrons with p < 0 will be thrown away automatically.

rest. The simplest procedure Is probably to
CM frame and boost It to the lab frame

20 GeV and the boost S

In e.g. a leptoproductlon event a typical situation could be a
u quark going out In the +z direction and a udQ target remnant
essentially at
treat it in the
afterwards. Hence, If the CM energy W
• 0.996 (corresponding to xfi» 0.045)

CALL LU2JET(0,l,12,20.)
CALL LUROBO(0.,0.,0.,0.,0.996)

The Jets could of course also be
fragment in the lab frame with

CALL LU1JET(-1,1,0,0,223.15,0.,0.)
CALL LU1JET(2,12,0,0,0.6837,3.1416,0.)
CALL LUEXEC

Note here that the target diquark is required to

defined and allowed to

backwards direction with (E - P 2 ) q q *
move in the
to obtain the

correct invariant mass of the system. This is however only an
artefact of using a fixed diquark mass to represent a varying
target remnant mass, and is of no importance for the
fragmentation. If one wants a nicer-looking event record, it is
possible to use the following

CALL LU1JET(-1,1,0,0,223.15,0.,0.)

MST(9)»1

P(2,5)-0.895

CALL LU1JET(2,12,O,O,O.,O.,O.)
MST(9)-0
GALL LUEXEC

A 30 OeV uug event with Eu - 8 OeV and E-u 14 GeV isu u
simulated with

CALL LU3JET(O,1,-1,3O.,2.*8./3O.,2.»14./3O.)
The event will be given In a standard orientation with the u
quark along the +z axis and the u In the -z,+x quadrant. Not
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all three-jet events can be simulated within the Lund scheme

for gluon Jet fragmentation; certain minimum Invariant masses

between the partons are necessary as described in section M.3-

The responsibility rests on the user not to make calls like

e.g.

CALL LU3JET(0,1,-1,30.,0.5,0.997)

for which M = 1.65 GeV Is definitely too small and which

hence will lead to an Infinite loop in the program.

It is always good practice to list one or a few events during a

run to check that the program Is working as intended. With
CALL LULIST(l)

all particles will be listed and in addition total charge,
momentum and energy of stable particles will be given. For Jet
systems in the Lund scheme (MST(5)"1) these should be conserved
exactly. An example of the output from LULIST is given in
Appendix 3> Also particle and parton data can be listed with
LULIST.

An event, as stored in the LUJETS commonblock, will contain
original Jets and the whole decay chain, 'i.e. also particles
which subsequently have decayed. This Is useful in many
connections, but if one only wants to retain e.g. the final
state charged and neutral particles (except for neutrinos) this
is done with

CALL LUEDIT(2)

The information in LUJETS may be used directly to study an
event. Some useful additional quantities derived from these,
such as charge and rapidity, may easily be found via the KLU
and PLU functions. As an example, we take a run to study the n
total and longitudinal momentum in 20 QeV uu events

COMMON /LUJETS/ N,K(250,2),P(250,5)
(histogram booking)

DO 100 IE»],1000 (loop over events)
CALL LU2JET(0,l,-l,20.) (generate event)
IF(IE.LE.2) CALL LULIST(l) (list first two events)
CALL LUEDIT(3) (keep only charged stable particles)
DO 100 I»1,N
IF(K(I,2).NE.17) GOTO 100

(loop over particles In event)
(skip everything but « )
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PZ=P(I,3) (longitudinal momentum read out directly)
PA=PLU(I,8) (absolute momentum found with PLU function)
(fill PZ and PA in histograms)

100 CONTINUE

(edit and output histograms)
END

In the particle tables the following particles are considered

e~, K n,as stable: y, e , ii~, *, K~, KL , p, p, n,

neutrinos. It Is however always possible to Inhibit

n and all

the decay
of any given particle by putting the corresponding IDB value to
zero, e.g. IDB(37)»0 makes Kg0 and IDB(57)«O A stable.

The Pield-Peynman Jet model ll4J is available in the program by
changing the following values: MSTCO-2 (i.e. use Pield-Peynman
parametrlzatlon of longitudinal fragmentation functions, with
their "an parameter stored in PPAR(11)-FPAR(13)), MST(10)=l
(give endpoint quark p. as quarks created in the field),
PAR(1)-O. (no baryon-antibaryon production), PAR(2)*0.5 (=s/u
ratio for the production of new qq pairs) and PAR(7)"0.35 (o,
determining the width of the Gaussian transverse momentum
distribution). In addition only u, d and s single quark Jets
may be generated following the PP recipe. Various hybrid
arrangements using e.g. PP fragmentation functions in Jet
systems are of course possible, but then with the understanding
that this no longer may be reproducible with another
implementation of the PP "standard Jet".

Another Important point where alternative schemes are available
is the matter of gluon Jet fragmentation, regulated by MST(5).
The default value, MST(5)-1, is the only alternative in which
energy, momentum and flavour are conserved explicitly. If
MST(5)>2 Jets are taken to be Independently fragmenting. Por
MST(5)*2 the Lund scheme for Independent gluon Jets is used,
while e.g. MST(5)«3 corresponds to treating a gluon Jet Just
like a quark Jet of random flavour and MST(5)"5 to treating it
like a quark and an antlquark Jet sharing the total energy
according to the Altarelli-Parisl splitting function. This will
of course not make our program compatible with the Hoyer et al.
[25j or the All et al. [26J Monte Carlos, where such schemes
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are used, but may sometimes be useful to check how much depends

on this choice as compared to other differences between the

programs.
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Appendix 1 : KF Flavour Codes

The KF code for particles, partons and various other objects Is

central for an understanding of the event record, but also for

decay data etc. Complete tables for particles and partons may

be obtained with LULIST. Here we provide an overview of the

codes. A negative KF code, where existing, always corresponds

to the antipartlcle (or antiquark etc.) of the positive KF

object, and is hence not included. Codes 5 and 15 are

"quasiparticles" used for bookkeeping purposes.

0 blank, i.e. no entry of any kind,

2 ZC

3 WH

4 Ho

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

e

ve

T

vT

VX

phasespace

ii

18 K

19 K(

20 D0

*+
31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

D

F +

0
P

0)

J/f

K °KS

K °KL

P

n

E +

E°

I "

mo

s"

c
+

50 I,

61

62

63 A

64 A

65 E

0

' 66 .»0

67

68

69 s

70 Q

71 E

72 E

73 E

74 C

75 C

76 C

77 C

78 C

79 C

80

#_

S'°

*++

•0

»•»•

su

sd
•0
I
»0

ss

cu

cd
»+

cs

cc
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21

22

23

21

25

26

27

28

29

30

91
101

123

115
211

293
500

501

502

511

511
512

513
590

D

F+

0
ir

H

n '

i c

P +

K*+

K#0

D#°
- 100

- 122

- 114

- 210

- 292

- 392

g
u
d

- 588

IFL1

the

IFL1

ones

UUj

udQ
us0
spec

591

51

52

53

51

55

56

57

58

59

60

C

C

C

C

C

C

A

A

C

C

sul

sdl
0

ss
+

cu
+

cd
+

cs

suO

sdO

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

free to use.

heavy pseudoscalar mesons.

heavy vector mesons.

heavy spin 1/2 baryons CE-like").

heavy spin 1/2 baryons ("A-like").

heavy spin 3/2 baryons«

503 s 506

504 c 507

505 b 508

dlquarks In the form 500 + 10'IFLl

t

1

h

IFL2 where

and IFL2 are the IFL codes for the two quarks In

the dlquark, with IFL1 > IFL2 for spin 1 dlquarks and

< IFL2 for spin 0 ones. The most frequently used

us521 udj 531

522 ddj • 532

523 dsQ ' 533 ssj
ds

592

spectator flavour, remaining In heavy hadron (KF > 100)

when the heaviest quark Is assumed to decay weakly. When

encountered In decay data, It signals that the spectator

flavour of the hadron under consideration should be

found and added to the decay product list.

a random flavour, chosen by using the same probabilities

as when producing a quark-antlquark or diquark-

antldlquark pair In the field, used as starting point In

some phase space calculations.

the ant1flavour to the flavour given Immediately before
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this (normally 591)•
601 - 688 extra information for diquark/hadron Jets, given

In the form 600 + 10*IFLJ + IFLI. If the jet contains a
J-quark, then IFLJ is the IFL code for it, else IFLJ is
0. Correspondingly IFLI may represent an I-quark.

700 extra vertex information for soft gluon treatment.

IFL codes, used only for quarks/diquarks/gluons, agree with the

KF codes 500 - 588 if 500 is subtracted from these, so that

e.g.

o

2

3

g

u
d
s
c
b

6
7
8

11
12

13

t

r-i

h
uu
ud
us

21
22
23
31
32
33

dd3
ds.
us.
ds.

ss.
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Appendix 2 : A Vocabulary of Variable Names

Although a complete standardization of variable names In the
program has not been strlved for, there still are some rules
that have been kept In mind when constructing names. A
knowledge of these might simplify any reading of the actual
program. Below we give a list of frequently used name elements,
where dots before and/or after Indicates a preponderant use as
suffix, prefix or anywhere In the name. Examples of complete
variable names are given In parantheses.

.A absolute value (KPA,PA).

ALP a, angle at gluon corner.

BE. p, direction and size of a Lorentz boost (Cartesian
components BEX, BEY, BEZ).

.BR branching ratio In decay (CBR).
C. cosine of angle (CTHE).
CHA. character variable (CHAU). .
CHI x» extra azlmuthal angle e.g. at gluon corner.
.D. related to particle decays (IDB, KDP).
ECM total energy of system in CM frame.
.P. related to Jet fragmentation (PPAR).
.P initial flavour and energy values for Jets according to

event record (IPLP, WP).
.PR constants used in flavour treatment (KPR, CPR).
.G related to soft gluon effects (MG, DG).
GA'. Y» the Lorentz factor in boosts (GA, GABEP).
CAM r-values (invariant time squared of breakup points) in

Jet fragmentation.
H. auxiliary kinematical variables, e.g. for hyperbola

equation in gluon corners (HA, HSUM).
I. counter for position in event record and other related

matrices (I, IP, IS).
.1 related to I-quark in hadron Jets (IPLI, WI).
IPL. quark/diquark/gluon flavour code (IPLI, IPLA).
J. counter for vector components (e.g. in momentum vector)

or parts of Jet system (J, JT).
.J related to J-quark in dlquark or baryon Jet (IPLJ, WJ).
KP. particle or Jet flavour code.
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finite mass

PM,

P T ,

KSP spin classification of hadrons.

KTY. particle charge, existence of antiparticle,

width (KTYP).

L. general loop variable (rank in fragmentation LRK).
M. switch for alternative modes of operation in the program

(MST, MLIST, MMAT).
N. number of e.g. jets/particles, often used as upper limit

for loops (N, NP, NQ).
.0 values of flavour and energy variables after particles at

gluon corners have been formed, I.e. original values for
single q jet or qq Jet system treatment (IPLO, WO, PXO).

P. momentum and related variables (Cartesian components PX,
PY, PZ, absolute value PA, energy PE, mass
longitudinal momentum PL, transverse momentum
transverse mass squared PR, sum of momenta PS).

.PAR parameter values (PAR, PPAR, DPAR).
PHI 0, standard azimuthal angle.
.PW power in expression (FPW, ZPW).
.Q. variables which specifically refer to quarks (PRQ, MQJ,

NQ)
R. random numbers which have to be store'd away for repeated

use (RBR, RSAV).
S. sine of angle (STHE).
THE 9 , standard polar angle.
W. energy variables B pL for Jets (W, WO, WJ).
WT. weights in matrix elements etc. (WT, WTMAX).
X. energy fraction variables in matrix elements, used to

define initial Jet configuration (XI, X12).
Z. scaling variables for the fraction of W taken by a

particle in Jet fragmentation (Z, ZO, ZG).
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Appendix 3 : Example of an Event Listing

Example of an event generated with CALL LU2JET(0,l,12,20.) and
l i s ted with CALL LULIST(l).

I

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

11

12

13
14

15
16

17
18

19
20

21
22

23
24

25
26

27
28

ORI

0

0

2

2

1
2

2

1
1

2

3
3
5
5
6
6
7
7
10

10

12

12

14
14
16
16
20

20

SUM:

EVENT

PART/JET

U JETP

DU 0JETP

LAM 0 D

K +

RHO + D

RHO B- D

RHO0 D

PI B-

PI +

OMEG D

N 0

PI0 D

PI +

PI0 D

PI B-

PIO D

PI +

PI B-
6AMM

PI0 D

QAMM

OAMM

OAMM

OAMM

QAMM

OAMM

OAMM

OAMM

1.000

LISTING

PX

0.000

0.000

0.088

0.330

0.545

-0.066

-0.372

0.188

-0.433

-0.279

-0.007

0.095

0.272

0.273

0.135

-0.201

0.150

-O.522

0.166

-0.446

0.027

0.067

0.119

0.154

0.015

-0.217

-0.141

-0.305

0.000

PY

0.000

0.000

-O.I3O

-0.342

0.034

0.635

-0.109

0.241

-0.038

-O.291'

-0.062

-0.068

0.004

0.031

-0.042

0.676
-O.OI6

-O.O94

0.111
-0.402

-0.092

0.024

0.073

-0.043

0.020

0.657
-0.084

-O.318

0.000

PZ

9.987

-9.987

-7.993
-0.810

1.442

1.096

-O.136

1.481

3.892

i.028

-7.OO8

-0.985

0.067

1.375

0,038

3,058

-O.238

0.102

0.513

' 0.515

-O.723

-0.262

0.784

0.591

0.058

0.999

0.210

0.305

-0.000

E

9.992

10.008

8.072

1.061

1.722

1.482 .

0.873

1.518

3.918

1.354

7.071

1.001

0.313

1.409

0.203

1.279

0.315

0.558

0.551

0.802

0.730

0.271

0.797
0.612

0.063

1.215

0.267

0.536
20.000

M

0.325

0.650

1.116

0.494

0.766

0.766

0.770

0.140

0.140

0.782

0.940

0.135

0.140

0.135

0.140

0.135

0.140

0.140

0.000

0.135

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

2.274


